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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

A Coalport ewer decorated with a mountainous Scottish Landscape the blue ground with gilt decoration
18.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-80
This ewer is in good condition, free from any damage, scratches or crazing

2

A Beswick figure of a mountain Jaguar, raised on a rocky base no. 1823 20cm £30-50

3

An Art Deco green glass Sabino style figure of a deer raised on a black marble socle 22cm £50-75
This lot is in good condition.

4

A Danish figure of a budgerigar standing on a branch no.457 12cm £30-50
The base is chipped

5

A Beswick figure of a stag 22cm £30-50

6

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern plate no. 1128 27cm £40-60

7

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - Meadow Rabbit with gold stopper 9cm £30-50

8

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a mouse with gold stopper 7cm £30-50

9

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a seated squirrel with gold stopper 10cm £30-50

10

Minton Majolica modelled by Paul Comolera. A good Majolica stick stand depicting a deer standing beside a
tree trunk applied with acorns and leaves, the rustic base with ferns impressed (model number) 2077,
impressed P Comolera, 84cm high ( photo centre pages ) £2000-3000
The tail is chipped, the back right leg is missing, one ear is detached and chipped, 3 acorn leaves are chipped,
3 bottom ferns are chipped, one bottom leaf is chipped and one is stuck

11

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a piglet with gold stopper 6cm £28-48

12

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a duckling with gold stopper 7cm £28-48

13

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight Spice with gold stopper 7cm £28-38

14

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight Harbour Seal no. 2456/4500 with gold stopper 14cm £40-60

15

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a bengal tiger cub with silver stopper 12cm
£40-60

16

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - Tropical Fish with silver stopper 11cm £30-50

17

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a bird with gold stopper 8.5cm £30-50

18

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - Misty with gold stopper 4cm £28-48

19

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a Dachshund no. 3140 10cm £30-50

20

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a swan no.755 17cm £30-50

21

A Danish figure of a Dalmatian no. 3501 13cm £30-50

22

A Lladro figure of a cat crouching 12cm, a do. figure of a girl holding a puppy 15cm another of a girl in a night
dress 20cm £30-50
The first item has a stuck tail, the 3rd item has a piece missing

23

A Lladro figure of a lady holding out her dress 31cm £50-75
One thumb and one finger F

24

A Whitefriars knobbly clear glass vase 23.5cm £40-60

25

A Whitefriars red glass knobbly vase 15cm £30-50
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26

A rummer with chased decoration of a sea serpent 15cm together with 3 green, 1 blue and 2 clear eye glasses
and a glass match striker £24-44
This rummer is in good condition. It probably dates form the early 20th century thought the etching could be
later.

27

A Murano millefiori glass shade 15cm £30-40

28

A Royal Worcester Goldfinch candle snuffer 9cm together with a Worcester paperweight in the form of a rabbit
in Imari blue 10cm £28-48
The paperweight has no stopper

29

Two Swarovski Crystal figures of Walt Disney rabbits 5cm £50-80
Both items are in good condition and are complete with original tube boxes

30

A Swarovski Crystal Kangaroo and Roo 5.5cm, a do. beaver 5cm, a Siamese cat with necklace 6cm, a kitten
4cm and a dog 5cm £50-80
Small chip to standing cats ear and kangaroo is chipped

31

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a Bengal tiger with silver stopper, 13cm, boxed
£50-75

32

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a water buffalo with gold stopper 12cm, boxed
£40-60

33

A 19th Century coloured twist glass crook 140cm £30-50
The end is rough and possibly chipped

34

A Royal Worcester blush porcelain jug no.1094 13cm, a Royal Worcester baluster vase decorated with fruits
no. 241 7cm, 2 Maling bowls decorated with flowers 6024 and 6585 8cm £40-60
One Maling bowl is chipped

35

A Copenhagen figure of a girl with teddy bear 14cm and a Royal Doulton figure Nan no.1 17cm £30-50
The Doulton figure is F and R

36

A collection of Beswick Beatrix Potter figures - Mr Alderman Ptolemy 9cm, Mr Jackson 7cm, Jemima Puddle
Duck 11cm, Samual Whiskers 8.5cm, Old Mr Brown 9cm, Mrs Rabbit and Bunnies 10cm, Aunt Pettitoes 10cm,
Timmy Tiptoes 9cm, Flopsy, Mopsy and Cottontail 7cm and Benjamin Bunny 10cm £40-60

37

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern plate no.1128 27cm £40-60

38

A Royal Crown Derby gilt decorated plate "Gold Aves" A1235 21cm £28-48
This is a second

39

A Meissen dish with gilt decoration and panels of spring flowers 29cm £30-50
There is some rubbing to the gilding

40

A Lladro figure of a lady standing, holding a parcel and a parasol 36cm £40-60
A thumb and finger are missing

41

Two Royal Doulton figures Priscilla HN1340 20cm and Honey HNB1909 17cm £30-50
Honey has chipped roses and the other figure has a chipped base

42

Two Royal Doulton figures Marguerite HN1928 21cm and Roseanna HN1926 21.5cm £30-50
Roseanna has chipped flowers

43

Two Royal Doulton figures Suzette HN1487 19cm and Windflower HN1763 19cm £30-50
There is possibly some restoration to rim of Windflower's hat. Both figures are otherwise in good condition.

44

A collection of Beswick Beatrix Potter figures Hunca Munca 7cm, Miss Moppett 7.5cm, Little Pig Robinson 9cm
(chipped ear), Sally Penny 10cm, Tailor of Gloucester 9cm, Mr Benjamin Bunny and Peter Rabbit 10cm,
Simpkin 10cm, Ginger 9cm, Ribby 9cm (chipped base), Mrs Rabbit 10cm, Peter Rabbit 12cm and Mrs
Tittlemouse 9cm £40-60
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45

A Samson armorial plate within a geometric border 23cm, a do. 24cm and 1 other 9cm together with a later
Spode armorial plate decorated with the arms of the Worshipful Company of Ironmongers 23cm £40-60

46

Three Hummel figures - boy with pig in basket and umbrella 198 13cm, Little Sweeper 12cm and another boy
with pig in basket and umbrella 198 12cm £28-38

47

Three Goebel figures - The Log Sheep 68/0 14cm, a Chorister no.129 14cm and 1 other boy singer £28-38

48

A Beswick figure of a standing elephant with trunk stretching forward no. 974 modelled by Arthur Gredington
12.1 cm, a similar elephant unmarked 9cm £30-50

49

A Beswick figure of a pig Champion Wall Queen 7cm together with a John Beswick figure Norman Thelwell
child on a pony 11cm £40-60

50

A Beswick figure of a highland bull modelled by Arthur Gredington no. 2008 12.7cm £50-80

51

A Beswick figure Camel Foal modelled by Arthur Gredington no. 1043 12.7cm together with a Beswick foal
7cm £40-60
The foals ear is F and R

52

A Beswick figure of a baby panda 4.5cm, 2 Beswick mice 5cm £28-38

53

A Rye Pottery pig 13cm, a Rye brown glazed baluster vase 15cm and 2 Majolica figures of monks £20-30
The last 2 items are cracked, chipped and stuck

54

A Whitefriars blue glass vase 19cm, 2 others 14cm and 15cm and a bowl 30cm £30-50

55

A Lladro figure of a ballerina sitting on a pouffe 20cm, a do. of a young lady holding a hat 25cm £40-60
The hat lady has a cracked hand

56

A pair of moulded glass waisted vases and covers 50cm £40-60

57

A Lladro figure of a ballerina lying down 24cm, do. of a lady wearing a sun hat 26cm £30-50

58

A Studio Glass vase with twist handle 28cm £30-50
There are chips and scratches to base

59

A Lladro figure of a girl in her nightdress 20cm, do. holding a chamber stick 20cm £30-40

60

A Mdina glass vase by Michael Harris 14cm, 6 other vases and a bowl £40-60

61

A Keith Murray, Stevens and Williams control bubble amethyst glass vase patent no. 1147A, 20cm £30-50
This vase has light scratches all over but is otherwise in good condition. The vase is not signed.

62

A near pair of Maltese glass "Jack in the Pulpit" vases 24.5cm and 25cm £30-40

63

A Capodimonte group of a reclining tramp beside a tree with a squirrel signed Giaretto 28cm £30-50

64

A Lladro figure of a female balloon seller 26cm £40-60

65

A Lladro group of a snowman, 2 children and a puppy 5713 20.5cm £30-50
This lot is in good condition.

66

Two Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figures - Shell DBH42 8.5cm and Mouse with basket 10cm, a Beswick
Beatrix Potter figure Hunca Munca Sweeping 9cm, 2 Border Fine Art Beatrix Potter figures Tom Kitten 82438
11cm and Mr Jeremy Fisher A2434 10cm, a Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure Tommy Brock 9cm and a
Beatrix Potter musical figure 13cm £30-50

67

A Lladro figure of a kitten with a mouse on his tail 8cm £30-40

68

A Lladro group of a girl with kittens 5743 21cm £28-48

69

A Lladro group of a child sitting in a barrel with another child brushing her hair 6457 18cm £40-60
This lot is in good condition

70

A Lladro figure of a young lady using a telephone with a Dalmatian at her feet 5466 21cm £40-60
This lot is in good condition
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71

A Lladro figure of a girl with a bird on her hand and watering can at her feet 6217 18cm a ditto of a girl with
mop 6217 £30-40
The 2nd item is stuck

73

A Lladro group of a bride and groom 6620 20cm £30-40

74

A Lladro group of a student sitting a stack of books with a bird nesting on a page 15cm £28-38

75

A Wedgwood blue Jasper tapered vase 10cm, 3 lidded boxes, 2 vases, 8 dishes, a circular lidded box and a
shallow vase £30-50
All items in this lot are generally in good condition.

76

A Doulton Lambeth commemorative jug 1837-1897 16cm, a do 16cm, a rose jug 14cm and a harvest jug 20cm
£30-50
The 2nd, 3rd and 4th items are all chipped

77

A pair of 1930's German Art Pottery vases with twist handles 18cm together with 2 Imari plates 24cm £30-50

78

A modern Delft wall plaque decorated with exotic birds, insects and Chinese motifs 45cm £40-60

79

A cranberry lidded jar and cover 17cm, a do. dish 6cm, a matched set of 6 cordials and 5 other glasses £20-30
The jar finial is chipped and one cordial is chipped

80

Seven Portmeirion Parian moulded jugs decorated with figures and flowers £30-50

81

An Art Union of London composition plaque with classical figures in a gilt slip and ebonised frame 30cm, a
Worcester shell shaped plate, a Midwinter bowl and 1 other decorative plate £30-40

82

A 19th Century French white glazed gilt decorated coffee pot, tea pot and milk jug £20-30
There is some wear to all 3 items the tea pot lid is F

83

A Charringtons Toby Ale ceramic wall tile with polychrome decoration 31cm x 23cm £30-50

84

A Charrington House ceramic wall plaque 54cm x 40cm £30-50
There is some flaking to the paint decoration

85

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a cat with gold stopper 8cm £30-50

86

An Iznik style baluster vase decorated with panels of scrolls and flowers with white metal filigree wire work
57cm h £60-90

87

A pair of 19th Century Austrian oviform vases the dark blue and gilt ground decorated with a broad band of
classical figures, signed A Heen 19cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

88

An Addersley Edwardian blue and gilt wash stand set comprising jut bowl, chamber pot and soap dish £30-60

89

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern coffee can, saucer and plate, 6 tea cups and saucers, a pair of tea cups
and saucers, a tea cup, 4 medium plates, 2 small plates, a sandwich plate £80-100
One cup has a chip

90

A Royal Doulton figure - Autumn Breezes HN1913 19cm and a Royal Worcester figure Grandmothers dress
3081 16cm £30-50

91

A Royal Doulton commemorative jug 1837-1897 19cm together with a Doulton Lambeth do. decorated with
flowers 21cm £40-60
The second items is restored

92

A Brannam Barnum blue glazed oviform vase decorated with a stylised bird 29cm £40-60
This vase has 3 chips to the base rim but is otherwise in good condition.

93

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern miniature teapot 5cm £40-60
This lot is in good condition.

94

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern baluster vase 8cm and a 2 handled cup 4cm £30-50
Both items in this lot are in good condition.

95

A Chinese style pottery table lamp in the form of a lidded urn 32cm h x 24cm diam £30-50
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96

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern square dish 12cm, a circular scalloped do. 18cm £40-60

97

A Val St Lambert clear glass paperweight 10cm, a Swarovski crystal bear and cat £40-60

98

A WMF plated ovoid basket with pierced decoration and clear glass liner 26cm £50-100

99

Two Holmegaard dishes of freeform in green and blue 19cm £30-50

100

A Noritake tea set decorated with Egyptian scenes and camels comprising a pedestal teapot, lidded sugar
bowl, cream jug, 4 cups, 4 saucers £40-60
One teacup has a repaired section near the handle and one saucer is missing sections of paint from the rim.
All other items are in good condition and have the same Noritake mark.

102

A Royal Albert Old Country Roses tea, coffee and dinner service comprising 9 coffee cups, 9 saucers, a coffee
pot, a sugar bowl and cream jug, 8 tea cups, 11 saucers, 1 teapot, a sugar bowl and milk jug, 2 large cups, 8
soup bowls, 2 meat platters, 1 cake plate, 2 vegetable tureens with lids, 1 large vegetable dish, a salt and
pepper, a gravy boat and stand, 8 dessert bowls, 9 dinner plates, 10 side plates, 16 dessert plates, 2 odd
plates, 8 dessert bowls £200-300

The tea pot is cracked, sauce boat stand F and R. The following are seconds 2 tureens, 2 oval bowls, 1 large
plate, 7 side plates, 4 tea plates, 8 large bowls, 3 large saucers, 8 small bowls and 2 large tea cups
103

A Paragon china Art Nouveau part tea set comprising 5 tea cups, 12 saucers, 12 small plates, 2 large plates
£28-38
2 teacups are cracked, 8 have minor chips and worn decoration

104

A Wedgwood Santa Clara part tea and dinner service comprising 12 tea cups, 13 saucers, 12 small plates, 5
medium plates, 11 dinner plates, a tureen and lid, a tureen, a sauce boat and stand, a rectangular box and
cover, 2 small dishes, 3 shallow bowls, a lidded sugar bowl, an oval serving dish, 3 soup bowls, a sauce boat
and 11 plates £50-80

105

An 18th Century Chinese blue and white octagonal tureen and cover with fruit finial and rope twist handles
18cm £30-50

106

An 18th Century Chinese blue and white tea bowl and saucer with pavilion view 8cm, 1 other 8cm, 2 lids 7cm,
a blue and white saucer 12cm and an Imari do. 12cm £30-50
The 2nd teabowl is stuck, both lids are chipped, the blue and white saucer is chipped and the Imari saucer is
stuck

107

A jadeite carving of leaves 8cm, a do. of a deity 5cm and another of fruits 8cm £30-50

108

A 19th Century Chinese carved hardwood vase stand of quatrefoil shape of simple geometric design on pad
feet 11cm x 8.5cm £80-120
2 of the feet have been repaired. The stand is otherwise in good condition.

109

A 19th Century famille rose plate decorated with butterflies, insects and flowers, 25cm £40-60

110

A near pair of blue and white prunus jars 14cm £28-38

111

A 19th Century Chinese tanware teapot with rustic handle, the body decorated with prunus 10cm £30-50

112

A 19th Century Cantonese plate decorated with panels of figures and birds mounted on a gilt stand with gilt rim
and birds 21cm £50-75
The plate is stuck

113

A Chinese Antique style bulbous vase and cover with narrow neck, decorated with fruits and flowers with a red
6 character mark to base 53cm £50-75
This vase has some very minor spots of wear to the decoration but is otherwise in good condition.
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
179

An 18th century style Chinese bronze censer of simple form with hoop handles raised on three short legs the
base with Qing dynasty seal mark 17.5 cm the carved petal decorated hardwood lid with a soapstone fruit knop
( photo centre pages ) £200-400
There are some cracks to the associated wooden lid but the censer is otherwise in good condition. The inner
rim circumference is 10.5cm and the censer weighs 1748gms without the lid.

180

A 19th Century Chinese bronze archaistic bulbous sensor with dragon handles 15.5cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-200
This sensor is generally in good condition.

181

Of Royal Interest, a matched pair of H.M. Queen Victoria's hand stitched black and white silk stockings, the
white tops with royal cypher and numbered 4 and 11, circa 1870, 78cm long, 14cm wide ( photo centre pages )
£200-400
The stockings have some darning repairs

182

Of Royal Interest. A heart shaped pin cushion reputedly made from a section of Queen Mary's Coronation
robe together with a letter which reads "Dear Minnie, First of all please excuse me calling you Minnie but I do
not know you by any other name, secondly excuse my address. This letter to Mrs Hayle enclosed is a little
heart shaped pin cushion, it is made from a piece of Queen Mary's Coronation robe. Anyway it was a thought
as such and I thought you would like to have the envelope addressed to me also a letter as you will see written
by the Princess Royal. Sorry I can't find the other piece of paper but that was torn off - the heart it said it was
made from a piece of Queen Mary's Coronation robe", 5cm x 5.5cm, contained in an envelope marked HM
Yacht Victoria and Albert together with a Buckingham Palace letter dated December 17th 1917 which appears
to read "My dear Lord Farquhar, Mamma has just told me that you have kindly asked me to go to Mr Lloyd
George's matinee tomorrow, I should like to go very much but I am going out with Pappa and Mamma in the
morning and we shall not be back til after one, also I am busy in the afternoon, I am sorry not be able to go and
it is very kind of you to ask me, if it was so nice of Aunt Louise to invite me to luncheon and to offer to take me.
Please thank her from me, I do hope dear Lady Farquhar is better, I have been thinking so much of her.
Please give her my love I am afraid you have had a very anxious time but hope you are happier about her
now. With kind remembrances, believe me to dear Lord Farquhar, yours very sincerely Mary ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200
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183

A plank on frame model of the frigate HMS Swift a 17th Century Naval ship, 69cm x 90cm x 16cm £80-120

184

An Indian twin handled brass samovar of baluster form raised on bun feet 63cm h x 20cm diam. £30-50
The body of the samovar does lean over as shown in the photograph

185

A pair of Trench Art vases formed from 2 18lb shell cases dated 1916 29cm h x 10cm diam. £30-50

186

A 19th Century circular leather and canvas cordite carrier decorated the Royal Arms 34cm x 13cm £30-50

187

A Japanese polished bronze vase with dragon decoration, the base with sealed mark 41cm h x 15.5cm diam.
£50-75

188

A 19th Century Benares brass twin handled urn and cover 38cm x 18cm, a club shaped vase 26cm x 10cm, a
brass pepper mill, a brass mortar and pestle, 4 pewter tankards and a spinning shuttle £30-50

189

A collection of various flint arrowheads, 2 "sling shots" etc £80-120

190

TIFFANY. A Tiffany Studios bronze table lamp, the green linen fold glass and bronze shade stamped
"Tiffany Studios New York 1937, pat appl'd for", the bronze base with narrow stem stamped "Tiffany Studios
New York 612" 40cm high, the shade 24cm x 12cm ( photo centre pages ) £4000-6000
Four large and six small glass panels are cracked

191

An Austrian steel and oak ice axe by Stubai and marked Mod.Walner £40-60

192

A Victorian life preserver/priest 9" £26-46
Some wear to the main body

193

Three folding medical instruments including 1 ivory handled spring lockback stamped Fergusion 21 Giltspur
Street 1846-69 and 2 slide lock handle stamped J Gray & Son Sheffield £40-60

194

Four coins knives comprising 2 small Art Deco knives marked Inglocure Paris the blades tamped M.SHVIR, a
Spanish coin knife stamped IPAYA and a St Christopher made by Hickok USA £60-80

195

6 advertising/bartender/champagne knives including a Dry Monopole knife stamped John Watts Sheffield, a Fr
Krote champagne bottle knife, an Orsat wine knife stamped Kaufmann and a bottle opener knife stamped YAX
£60-80

196

A 1950's Mau Mau Terrorist Panga machete with 35cm double edge blade contained in a red dyed scabbard,
the knife handle skin covered £30-50

197

6 advertising/souvenir knives including a World Cup Sheffield 1966 knife stamped Joseph Rodgers, a British
Empire Expo knife, a Bulldog Guinness knife stamped G C Shaw High Holborn £60-80

198

3 early 20th Century shoe knives, 2 with grips in the form of shoes and one knife in the form of a female
stockinged leg £40-60

199

A small dagger with 7cm blade stamped William Rodgers, a multi bladed knife stamped G Butler & Co, a 2
bladed knife stamped Needham Brothers, 2 pocket knives stamped Wards and Wade & Butcher £60-80

200

6 embossed lobster and pen knives, a Swedish knife the blade stamped Emil Olsson Eskilstuna the handle
showing the Swedish royal coat of arms and others stamped Solingen, Jowika, GML and Wilh.Niepenberg
£60-80

201

A silver and mother of pearl interlocking fruit knife and fork Sheffield 1904 by William Needham £80-120

202

4 pruning/budding/grafting knives including a 3 bladed knife stamped Hugo Linder Solingen, a S Kunde & Son
Dresden 30A10 and a Pfenninger Uetikon £40-60

203

5 advertising knives including a large knife and fork marked Bell (Swiss meats), a bottle knife marked Maggi, 2
other Swiss products and a Hoover building stamped H Fisher Sheffield £60-80

204

A Corsican vendetta knife and 2 multi bladed knives- German and Spanish both with graduated cartridge
extractors £40-60
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205

3 knives including an Indian/Sri Lanka Coir knife (rug weavers knife), a European penny knife with folded horn
handle and makers mark on blade and a variant of a Ronchetto Valtellinese knife with a ratchet locking sickle
blade and olive wood handle £50-80

206

A Puma 1769 cased commemorative knife with stag horn handle and etched blade engraved with gold,
complete with certificate no. 1269 of 1769 £200-300
This lot is in good condition.

207

3 large pocket knives including a horn handled 2 bladed knife stamped ROBtKLAS, a hand made single blade
lock back knife by Falcon and a 2 blade corkscrew lock back £40-60

208

A German hunting knife with worked blade back, stag horn handle, white metal bolster and end cap, a small
hunting knife and 2 sheath knives - 1 with bone handle and saw back blade £40-60

209

A Norwegian long camping knife, Sami people style marked Lapplandsknives Helle Norge with birch hilt, brass
fittings and deep leather scabbard together with a Helle skinning knife £60-80

210

A German multi tool kit pre 1952 German DRGM design reg, stamped BONSA and a French tool knife
stamped KTK £50-80

211

7 French multi blade knives, all stamped with brace and VILEBREQUIN, each knife has a horn handle and a
different combination of blades or size (these knives came from a factory which closed down in 1926 and are
in new and unused condition) together with a section of original box £80-120

212

Derek Jackson "Victorinox Original Schweizer Offiziersmesser" (in German) - the story of Victorinox knife
production with illustrations together with Wolfgang Rausch "Das Messer Waffe Und Werkzeug" £30-50

213

A "Goins' Encyclopedia of Cutlery Markings" by J & C Goins and "The Standard Knife Collectors Guide" - 2nd
edition by Roy Ritchie and Ron Stewart £40-60

214

Horst A Brunner "Klappmesser aus zwei Jahrtausenden" together with "Das Messer" by Mandel and Rausch,
both books contain good knife photographs £40-60

215

Rafael Martinez Del Peral Forton, a signed edition "La Navaja Espanola Antigua" (in Spanish) with many
illustrations and guide to makers marks, an essential book for any Navaja knife collector £80-100

216

Ben Kelley Jr. "The Complete Book of Pocket Knife Repair" together with Gerald Witcher "Counterfeiting
Antique Cutlery" £50-75

217

Bernard Levine "Levine's Guide to Knives and Their Values" 4th edition, an essential book for knife
identification together with a Remington No.5 catalogue £60-80

218

Geoffrey Tweedale "The Sheffield Knife Book" a history and collectors guide of Sheffield knife making together
with Ron Flook "The London Knife Book 1820-1954" the A-Z of London Cutlers £60-80

219

B Levine "Pocket Knives", J Bruce Voyles "Antique Knives", Jean-Noel Mouret "Knives of the World" and
Gerald Weland "Swords, Daggers and Cutlasses" £40-60

220

A brass and mahogany star back centre pin fishing reel 7cm, a Mitchell 300 reel, a K.P Morritt's intrepid Envoy
reel and an Abu 50G reel £30-50

221

2 Mitchell 840 fishing reels - boxed, a Mitchell 300 reel and a Mitchell 410 reel - boxed, an Avon balance and
spare spools £30-50

222

A 1920's C Farlow & Co. Ltd fishing tackle catalogue £20-40

223

A Richard Walker Mk.IV Avon carp fishing rod by James & Sons with original canvas carrying case £60-80

224

A Chapman 500 split cane Avon style fishing rod £30-50

225

A Spinflex H W Aiken manufactured in London split cane fishing rod £30-50

226

A Richard Walker Mk.IV Avon carp fishing rod by James & Sons with original canvas carrying case £60-80

227

Kirkmans of Crawley a Superflex S28 H W Aiken manufactured in London twin section carbon fibre fishing rod
and 1 other £30-50
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228

A Hardy Perfect 8 1/2 cm wide drum salmon fishing reel with nickel silver revolving line guard and smooth
brass foot, circa 1926 £50-80
This reel has some scratches and light surface corrosion but is otherwise in good condition and is in working
order.

229

A Hardy Marquis No.10 light salmon fly fishing reel 9cm £40-60

230

A vintage bass and wooden handled 3 draw gaff £30-50

231

A rare 15 cm (6 1/2") Saltscar sea fishing reel £30-50

232

A vintage Farlows of London rectangular metal tackle box with a lift out fly box containing approx. 100 fully
dressed salmon flies together with a collection of various lures £40-60
The hasp of the tackle box is missing as is the handle to the inner lid. The box measures 13cm h x 27cm w x
13.5cm d

233

A Ryobi centre pin fishing reel 8cm, a Daiwa 252 do. 9.5cm, an Intrepid dragonfly ditto 8.5cm, a Strikeright do.
10cm, a Harringtons Little Kraka do. 8cm and 5 other centre pin fishing reels £40-60

234

A large collection of vintage fishing lures and flies etc £30-50

236

A Sage RPL 696 graphite III 2 piece trout fly fishing rod contained in tube and bag £30-50

237

A Hardy Sirrus 9'6" No. 6 Fly Line 3 piece fishing rod in correct bag and tube £40-60

238

H Tirrell of Bourne End, a stuffed and mounted brown trout, labelled caught by G L Partridge at Marlow aged
14 August 20th 1920, 5lbs and with H Tirrell Bourne End label, contained in a glazed bow front case 38cm h x
70cm w x 17cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There are 2 small cracks to the side panels of glass

239

An 18th/19th Century "bronze powder" flask in the form of a fish 9cm x 18cm x 3cm £50-80

240

A 17th/18th Century pewter chalice the bowl marked Rior 77, 18.5cm h x 8.5cm diam. ( photo centre pages )
£150-200
This chalice has had the bowl reattached to the stem at some stage. There are dents to the base rim causing
the chalice to have a slight lean.

241

A set of 5 apothecaries gilt bronze bucket nesting weights 4cm x 4cm diam. £40-60

242

An 18th/19th Century bronze bell weight with founders company mark, the base marked Figes Sarum 13cm h
x 7cm diam. together with a circular bronze weight with founders company mark City of London crest dated
1826 2cm h x 6cm diam., both weights marked AT £40-60

243

A Charles II bronze mortar and pestle, the mortar decorated The Royal Arms and with CR cypher 11cm h x
12cm diam., the base with old label marked Wingfield Castle Diss Norfolk ( photo centre pages ) £200-400

244

An Art Nouveau novelty erotic bronze figure of a reclining naked lady 17cm x 3cm x 3cm. The back with a
removable hatch containing a pressure plate to be linked to an external battery. Upon pressure to the left
nipple an electric shock is discharged ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

245

A 19th Century daguerreotype of a seated lady, contained in a plush leather frame 8cm x 7cm and 2 others
lady and gentleman 8cm x 7cm (hinge mounts missing) £80-120

246

A dinosaur tooth 14cm x 10cm together with a section of fossilized fish contained in a stone slab 12cm x 8cm
and a small section of fossil/stone 4cm x 3cm £50-80

247

A bowl formed from a section of fossilized tree trunk 3cm x 24cm x 23cm £40-60

248

A carved green hardstone mameluke style sword hilt 14cm x 4cm £50-75

249

A carved hardstone figure of a seated owl with carved hardstone eyes 10cm x 5cm x 3cm ( photo centre pages
) £80-120
Old repair to the foot
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250

A Second World War military issue prismatic compass marked T.G.Co. Ltd London No. B 50365 1940 Mk III
£40-60

251

Two bronze figures of seated pigs 5cm and 4cm £30-50

252

A Coronet midget camera contained in a green Bakelite case 6cm x 3cm x 3cm £50-80
There is a very minor chip to the left hand door latch and one surrounding the front left screw. The chromium
front is worn but the camera is otherwise generally in good condition.

253

Two 19th Century brass pastry crimpers 14cm and 10cm, 1 marked 706WH £30-50

254

Three E W Webb Borough Market tokens - 10 shillings, 2 shillings and 1 shilling, do. Dennis and Cooper Ltd 2
shilling, do. Tunnard & Son 1 shilling do. P.F.Adkins & Co. 6d £30-50

255

A Betjemann's patent onyx cigarette box with hinged lid 4cm x 13cm x 10cm (some chips) together with an
onyx and malachite cigarette box with silver hinge 4.5cm x 13cm x 9.5cm (lid is f and r) £30-50

256

An engraved gilt metal ceremonial partisans head decorated St Carolus Borroma and with armorial decoration,
the base marked "Under the Royal Governorship of Illyria of Charles Count Batthyany and at his expense
these signs were solemnly consecrated 1748" raised on a painted wooden base 25cm h x 9cm diam ( photo
centre pages ) £100-150

257

An 18th Century lead insurance mark, marked 145206 24cm x 18cm £80-120

258

A champagne spigot 10cm x 4cm contained in a leather case £24-34

259

A Moore & Wright a micrometer boxed, a J C Peacock geometry set boxed, a J Halden & Co. geometry set
boxed and 4 other part geometry sets £30-50

260

A 19th Century rosewood and leather concertina with 19 ivory buttons (2 buttons missing) contained in original
wooden box and 1 other concertina with 21 buttons (6 buttons missing) £80-120

261

A 19th Century Continental toleware tray with floral decoration 27cm x 36cm £26-46

262

Robert Street & Co, an 18th Century bronze skillet (3 legged spirit saucepan) 12cm x 38cm x 16cm, the handle
marked Robt. Street & Co. III ( photo centre pages ) £75-120

263

An 18th Century circular polished pewter charger with armorial decoration, the reverse with touch marks and
marked Super fine hard metal Henry Joseph (some contact marks) 42cm, together with 2 pewter plates both
with London touch marks 1 with armorial 24cm and 20cm £80-120

264

A brass reeded column table lamp with Corinthian capital raised on a stepped base 18cm x 9cm x 9.5cm
£30-50

265

A 19th Century cast iron door stop in the form of a standing highlander 35cm x 23cm x 7cm ( photo centre
pages ) £80-120

266

A pair of Victorian brass candlesticks raised on square bases with cast mask decoration and detachable
sconces 17cm x 9cm x 8cm £24-34
The sconces are bent

267

A 1920's oak and brass "Quicktil" Patent no. 266.886.26 30cm x 28cm x 21cm ( photo centre pages ) £75-120
2 of the glass tubes are missing

268

Desmond Coke, "The Art of Silhouette 1913" with blind proof stamp and front cover presentation, copy for
review £24-34

269

Swift & Sons, a brass and metal single pillar students microscope with 3 lenses (eye piece missing), boxed
£30-50

270

A 17th/18th Century "Persian" copper bowl, the rim with inscription 6cm h x 27cm diam. £70-90

271

A Hohner Student 1 accordion with 8 buttons, a Hohner Carmen 2 accordion with 24 buttons and an Alvari
accordion with 24 buttons £40-60
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272

A circular turned wooden nut bowl complete with gavel 5cm x 24cm, a carved and gilt painted wooden lion
mask, the reverse marked rescued from a bonfire in the Tower of London 1942 7cm x 15cm x 18cm together
with an Art Deco simulated tortoiseshell hairbrush £30-50

273

Georges Dubreuh, an 18th/19th Century cast iron rectangular spit jack raised on hoof feet, the body marked
Georges Dubreuh Apodensat £40-60
The wooden cover to handle is missing

275

Kenrick, a Victorian cast iron door stop in the form of a seated Spaniel 19cm x 20cm x 8cm £75-120

276

A Victorian copper kettle with brass acorn finial 34cm x 17cm £30-50

277

Seahorse, a copper and brass masthead lantern marked Anchor Seahorse GB25722 50cm h x 25cm diam.
(converted for use with electricity) £50-80

278

A 19th Century cast iron door stop in the form of a standing Duke of Wellington in military uniform 38cm x
12cm x 7cm £60-90

279

A pair of 18th Century brass candlesticks raised on square feet 16cm x 8cm, a 17th/18th Century brass
candlestick on a circular base 10cm x 10cm and a circular pierced brass trivet decorated a horse 10cm x 15cm
£30-50

280

A collection of polished hardstone egg hand coolers £40-60

281

Browning & Son, a brass bottle jack (no key) £30-50

282

A pair of metal nut crackers in the form of a standing Labrador 15cm x 30cm x 4cm £30-50

283

A circular waisted Benares brass bowl with script decoration 12cm x 25cm and an oval brass do. 13cm x 28cm
x 17cm £60-80

284

A circular brass bowl 9cm x 42cm £30-60

285

Edwards & Sons of 161 Regent Street, a black leather vanity case with brass mounts 17cm x 47cm x 36cm (no
contents) £30-50

286

A Trench Art tea gong formed from a 1948 shell case and engraved Presented to Colonel Sir Gennydd
Traherne TD.MA.LLD Honorary Colonel from Commanding Officer and all Ranks 1 and 2 FD Regt. RA (TA)
9th October 1966 together with 2 pewter chargers 42cm (both holed) and a waisted metal beaker 10cm x 8cm
£24-34

287

A reproduction "Jolly" money box 14cm x 12cm x 8cm £24-34

288

A rectangular Persian/Indian engraved gilt metal casket the lid with armorial decoration raised on paw feet 9cm
x 24cm x 15cm ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

289

A Benares brass bottle tray 73cm x 24cm together with a rectangular Art Nouveau embossed brass tray 68cm
x 38cm £40-60

290

An Alvari Verona Halia accordion with 120 buttons complete with carrying case £40-60

291

An unlabelled violin with 2 piece back 35.5cm complete with bow £40-60

292

A concert mandolin zither together with a 4 stringed banjo marked Keech (requires some restoration) £60-80

293

Lorenzo Ventapane, a violin with 35cm back contained in a fibre carrying case £40-60

295

A dyed fur coat (slightly moulting) £24-34

296

A lady's full length dark mink fur coat (slight split to arm area and moulting) £30-50

297

A lady's full length, four buttoned, light mink fur coat (slight moult) £40-60

298

A lady's dark mink fur cape by White of London (slight moult) £30-50

299

A lady's full length black fur coat £40-60

300

A lady's light mink bolero fur jacket by Harrods £30-40

301

A lady's full length dark mink fur coat (some moult) £40-60

302

A lady's black Persian lamb quarter length jacket with fur cuffs and collar £30-50
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303

A lady's light mink fur stole (some moult) £24-34

304

A lady's full length, 5 buttoned, dark mink fur coat by White of London £40-60

305

A lady's three-quarter length light mink fur jacket £30-50

306

A Pratts Perfection double sided enamelled Motor Spirit sign 46cm x 54cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
There is some corrosion to the edges

307

A polished granite and gilt metal table lamp, raised on a socle base 46cm h x 16cm w £30-50
There is a chip to the base

308

An Indian/Persian pierced and embossed copper charger decorated serpents and fish 61cm £60-80

309

A stuffed and mounted figure of a walking fox 49cm h x 98cm l x 12cm w £50-75
There is some slight damage to 1 ear

310

A Pierre D'avesn style pressed glass light fitting decorated diving carp and with gilt metal mount 33cm x 30cm
£140-180
We cannot find a signature on the glass shade

311

A Fuller Type calculating slide rule, the body marked 247, complete with George Fuller instructions for use of
the rule 1879, contained in a mahogany case ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
The top of the mahogany case is damaged

312

A First World War embroidered silk panel/cushion cover decorated poppies and marked Souvenir De France
with lace border 49cm x 46cm (some staining) together with 1 other marked Souvenir De France with royal
arms, red ensign and French tricolour 78cm x 66cm (staining and damage to the border) £50-75

313

A pair of bronze figures of cherub musicians, raised on socle bases 30cm h x 10cm diam. £200-300

314

A bronze figure of a naked kneeling lady raised on a veined marble base 25cm x 7cm x 6.5cm (chips to base)
£150-200

315

A Georgian style bronzed table lamp in the form of an urn 12cm h x 12cm £40-60

316

The Sunday Times Atlas of the World, plates 1-112 (plates 94 and 95 have been written on) together with the
Sunday Times Gazetteer of the World 1922 £30-50

317

A carved African hardwood figure of a standing lady 123cm h x 34cm x 24cm £50-75

318

A 19th Century brass menorah on a circular base 44cm h x 15cm diam. £30-50

319

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive and tender 31012 Duchess of Montrose boxed, together with a do. tank
engine no.9596 base marked Type EDL7 £50-75

320

A Dinky 101 Thunderbird 2 complete with Thunderbird 4 in original box, the box is missing 1 flap £130-160

321

A collection of lead soldiers including 3 mounted blues and royals (2f), 2 mounted lancers (1f), 14 highlanders,
an 11 piece band (base drummer f), 9 infantryman (officer f) and 3 naval ratings,together with a model field
gun contained in a Huntley and Palmer biscuit tin £80-120

322

A Dinky 101 Thunderbird 2 containing Thunderbird 4, Lady Penelope's Thunderbird FABI (Lady Penelope
missing), Dinky Meccano Super Toy rocket launcher and rocket (fin to rocket f), a Matchbox Kingsize no. K17
Dyson low loader, do. no. K18 articulated horse van, Britains field gun, a Solido NSU Prinz XV Type 47 car,
together with a Corgi Major breakdown van £40-60

323

Various Matchbox model vintage cars £30-50

324

Four Dinky model aircraft - A Junkers JU87B (bomb is missing), a Spitfire Mk2 (propellor f and aerial missing)
a Hawker Hurricane Mk2C (propellor damaged and machine gun damaged), a Harrier GR Mk1 together with a
Corgi model Concorde (undercarriage missing) £30-40

325

A Matchbox Superking K8 Guy Warrior car transporter, do. no. 15 Merrythorpe fire engine, K4 Leyland tipper,
Corgi Toy Austin A60, Monkeemobile, BMC Mini Cooper, Maserati Formula One, a Corgi Major articulated
trailer, do. articulated rescue truck £30-50
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326

9 Master O gauge model sheep no.90 boxed, cable laying party no.35 comprising 2 wheel barrows and 6
figures of workmen boxed, 10 Dinky 053 miniature railway figures, 6 passengers, porter and 3 railwaymen
boxed, metal phone box, various other miniature figures and fencing £30-50

327

A Hornby Dublo D1 signal cabin boxed, do. level crossing, do. 2 signal masts, do. 2 buffer stops, do. loading
gauge D1, 2 signals £30-50

328

A collection of Hornby Dublo rolling stock comprising 6 items of D1 rolling stock - horse box, open wagon,
petrol tank Esso, oil tank Royal Daylight, high capacity wagon, D2 high sided wagon, SD6 goods wagon, D20
composite restaurant car, D1 well wagon, a Hornby Corridor coach D1, all boxed together with 5 other items of
Hornby rolling stock £40-60

329

A Mahjong set comprising 143 bone and bamboo pieces together with 106 markers and 3 dice £40-60

330

A DF Grive head and shoulders portrait bust - The Duke of Wellington, raised on a mahogany case 12cm x
5.5cm, a Britain figure of a standing Napoleon 10cm x 4cm, do. figure of a Nelson and a display cabinet
containing a collection of painted military figures and 6 display domes £50-75

331

A Hornby O gauge train set M1 (goods set - locomotive f), together with an O gauge type 51 locomotive and
tender, level crossing gates, 4 items of rolling stock and track £80-120

332

A Hornby Dublo locomotive and tender The Duchess of Sutherland together with a Lima British Railways
double headed diesel locomotive and various items of rolling stock £30-50

333

A Hornby Dublo transformer boxed, do. controller boxed and various rails together with a painted wooden
station £40-60

334

A pedal operated Triang Tractor Major (no chimney and some rust) ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

335

A 19th/20th Century child's wooden rocking horse 86cm h x 92cm x 36cm £150-250
Requires some attention

336

A tin plate pedal car fire engine 45cm x 95cm x 30cm £80-120

337

A Japanese bronze figure of a lady standing on a toads back 20cm x 10cm x 8cm £40-60

338

Archibald Kenrick & Sons Ltd West Bromwich, a Victorian iron and brass coffee grinder 15cm x 14cm x 14cm
£40-60

339

An Edwardian stuffed and mounted red-backed Shrike contained in a bow front case, labelled red-backed
Shrike, Thetford Norfolk September 1900 26cm x 22cm x 11cm £80-120

340

A pair of gilt metal ewers raised on turned marble bases 47cm h x 12cm diam. £40-60

341

A pair of circular 3 tier drop lustre light fittings 24cm x 19cm together with 1 other 29cm x 20cm (some lustres
missing) £50-75

343

A Verrimar Globe Trotter stamp album of mint and used world stamps including GB, Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, a Triumph album of world stamps including Belgium, Brazil, Egypt, etc, an album of mint and used
Chilean stamps 1853-1952, a red album of Venezuela stamps 1882-1971 £40-60

344

4 Tower albums of mint and used world stamps including Germany, Greece, Hungary, Isle of Man, Italy,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, Russia, Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, South
Africa, Sweden, Turkey, USA £40-60

345

A Stanley Gibbons Great British stamp album (sparsely filled), a Swiftsure album of mint and used World
stamps - Greece, Hungary, India, Iraq, Italy, a green stock book of Australian used stamps, 2 school boy
albums of world stamps - Australia, Indonesia, China, France, Hong Kong, Yugoslavia, a stock book of world
stamps - Czechoslovakia £40-60
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346

2 folders containing a collection of mint 1978 25th Anniversary of the Coronation Commonwealth stamps, 2
folders containing do. booklets together with 2 albums of 25th Anniversary of the Coronation Commonwealth
stamps £50-75

347

A box of mint and used German stamps 1872-1945 including 4 stock books loose leaf £100-150

348

2 Stanley Gibbons albums of mint and used Channel Island stamps, an album of George VI and later
Commonwealth stamps Ceylon, Aiden, Burma, Malaya, Singapore, a red stock book of Australian used stamps
and an album of mint Canadian stamps £40-60

349

A red stock book of used GB stamps including some penny reds, a Windsor album of Elizabeth II GB gutter
pairs together with a blue album of used GB and Ireland stamps £30-50

350

A large quantity of unsorted used world stamps £26-36

351

A Stanley Gibbons improved postage stamp album of world stamps including GB, Belgium, Germany, Russia,
Spain, an Empire album of world stamps - GB, Iraq, Sudan etc, a green stock book of Canadian and
commonwealth stamps, 3 ring folders containing world stamps - Aiden, Afghanistan, Argentina, Austria,
Baden, St Kitts & Nevis, Saxony, Sierra Leone, Solomon Island, South Africa, Jamaica, Japan, Lebanon,
Leeward Islands, Luxemburg £30-50

352

A school boy album of world stamps GB etc, a J G Bartholomew "The Royal Atlas" leather bound, together
with a collection of tea cards and cigarette cards £40-60

353

A box containing Continental first day covers, loose stamps, etc £30-50

354

An album of mint and used Italian stamps 1863 - 1967, an album of French stamps 1940-1979, an album of
used world stamps Bohemia, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Hungary, Spain, Swaziland, a green Movaleaf album of
used and mint Egyptian stamps, 2 stock books of World stamps £30-50

355

A loose leaf album of mint and used world stamps George VI and later a New Victory album of mint and used
world stamps and an Improved Postage stamp album, together with with loose leaf stamps £30-50

356

An album of Greek stamps 1980 - 1987, an album of Hungarian stamps, orange album of world stamps, 5
stock books of world stamps, an album of first day covers, 2 albums of PHQ cards and a small collection of
loose stamps £30-50

357

A box of miscellaneous world stamps £20-30

358

An album of GB Elizabeth II first day covers, an album of Iraq mint stamps, a stock book of Commonwealth
used stamps, stock book of Commonwealth and GB mint stamps, a Royal Mail stamp album used world
stamps, a Trans world stamp album £30-50

359

5 albums of used world stamps including Russia, Poland, Morocco, Japan, India, GB, Germany, France,
Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Austria, Netherlands, Indonesia, USA, Switzerland, Spain, Romania, Poland, Japan,
Kenya, Italy, Ireland, Hungary, East and West Germany and 2 loose leaf albums of world stamps 1940's and
later - Switzerland, Swaziland, Spain, Netherlands, Italy, East and West Germany £40-60

360

5 albums of GB first day covers 1964-1980 £40-60

361

A Simplex Junior stamp album of used Colonial stamps Victorian and later - Ceylon, Hong Kong, India,
Jamaica, Kenya, Leeward Islands, Malta, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Malaya, an album of Elizabeth II GB first day covers, a Stanley Gibbons GB stamp album, a stock book of
used world stamps, a World of Space 3 space stamp album etc £30-50

362

2 blue stamp albums of Commonwealth stamps George VI And later - Aiden, Australia, Canada, India, New
South Wales, New Zealand, a small blue album of various mint and used commonwealth stamps - Aiden,
Bahamas, Cayman Islands, India, a Pelham green album of world stamps, an Abbey album of world stamps
and a loose leaf album of world stamps £30-60
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363

2 red standard albums of used world stamps, a Wiston 666 album of world stamps - Finland, France, Poland,
Brazil, Turkey, Sweden, a green album of used world stamps GB, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Germany, Yugoslavia, Poland, Portugal, a Stanley Gibbons Worldex stamp album of world stamps and an
orange album of world stamps - Austria, Nigeria £40-60

364

A Royal Commonwealth Society album of first day covers, a Stanley Gibbons GB stamp album, various loose
stamps, first day covers etc £30-50

365

A Davo-album of GB mint and used GB stamps 1856 - 1983, a Windsor album of GB stamps 1970-1976, loose
leaf album of mint and used GB stamps 1935 and later and 3 stock books of GB used stamps £40-60

366

A collection of first day covers, presentation stamps, loose stamps etc £30-50

367

A folder of 1963 and 1967 GB Castle mint sheets of stamps (442 stamps) £30-50

368

A Windsor loose leaf album of GB stamps, Victoria to Elizabeth II including penny black, 16 two penny blues,
numerous penny reds and an album of Jamaican stamps 1860 - 1950 £60-80

369

3 stock books of used world stamps £40-60

370

A Triumph album of used world stamps including GB, Greece, France, Brazil, Belgium, India, USA and a
limited edition Commonwealth collection of mint stamps £30-50

371

6 various stock books of mint and used world stamps £40-60

372

A New Ideal postage stamp album of world stamps - NIgeria, Austria, Belgian, Brazil, Chile, China, France,
Germany, Holland and Schaubek of world stamps £60-80

373

2 albums of 19th Century and later Argentina, Bolivian and Chilean stamps £30-50

374

3 albums of world stamps - Aiden, Austra, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Iraq, Korea, Malaya, Malta, Portugal, Russia £40-60

375

A collection of GB presentation stamps, first day covers, Stanley Gibbons 205 Commonwealth and British
Empire stamp catalogue and 2 others £30-50

376

A collection of first day covers and a large collection of loose stamps £30-50

377

A collection of first day covers and a large collection of loose world stamps £30-50

378

Of footballing interesting, a 1966 World Cup Championship programme England V West Germany together
with a World Cup rosette, a Daily Express England World Cup magazine and a 1967 Football Association
International match England V USSR £40-60

379

An Edwardian album of coloured postcards £60-90

380

An album of Ogdens Guinea Gold cigarette cards - Boer War, Generals etc £30-50

381

An album containing 3 First World War embroidered postcards £30-50

382

A Victorian leather bound family photograph album £40-60

383

Of Masonic/operative Masons interest, a Victorian ledger containing many Masons marks £50-75

384

A quantity of cigarette cards - Players, Wills, Godfrey Philips etc £30-50

385

A Victorian iron and mesh nursery spark guard 93cm x 92cm x 30cm (reputedly removed from Windsor Castle)
£75-95

386

A circular blue ground cloisonne enamelled plate with floral decoration 24cm £30-50
There is 1 small pitt and some light scratching

387

A collection of red, green and blue Meccano together with a Bayko building set £50-80

388

A miniature bamboo effect 2 seat open arm settee 18cm x 19cm x 8cm, 2 matching armchairs and a circular
pedestal table 10cm h x 9cm diam. (stretcher damaged) £40-60

389

A beech framed fire screen in the manner of Morris and Co containing a silk work embroidery 82cm h x 15cm
x 23cm £300-500
There is some slight staining in places and an old repair to the left hand side of the frame
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390

A Hornby Dublo breakdown crane together with a Hornby Royal Mail coach £40-60

391

2 Hornby Dublo locomotives and tenders - EDP Duchess of Montrose, 2 Hornby Dublo British Railway tank
engines, a Hornby Dublo double headed diesel locomotive and 1 other diesel locomotive £80-120

392

A Hornby Dublo level crossing, 4 Hornby Dublo signals together with 9 various electrically operated signals, a
water crane and 7 Hornby Meccano buffer stops £40-60

393

2 Hornby Dublo Power Petrol tankers, do. Power Ethyl tanker, do. Esso, do. Mobiloil. 4 guards vans and a
quantity of rolling stock £60-100

394

5 Hornby LNER OO gauge carriages comprising 4 carriages and restaurant car, 3 do. in brown and white livery
- 2 restaurant cars and a carriage, together with 5 Hornby Meccano carriages in red livery £40-60

395

A large quantity of Hornby ED.P rails, a Hornby Dublo platform together with a collection of various wooden
and other railway buildings £50-75

398

Dunhill distributed, YZ birds, a novelty table lamp in the form of two birds by a tree, the base marked
Trademark YZ England, 23cm h x 19cm w x12cm d £200-250

399

A Henry Hughes sextant with certificate dated 17/2/42 contained in mahogany case £50-75
There is corrosion in sections and parts, there is damage to the electrical wiring and 2 lenses are missing

400

An Indian bronze figure of a standing Ganesh 13cm x 4cm and a bronze figure of a seated retriever with bird
14cm x 11cm x 6cm £40-60
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
421

Clarence Henry Roe (1850-1909), oil on canvas, signed, a Welsh Highland scene 59cm x 89cm £80-120

422

Clarence Henry Roe (1850-1909), oil on canvas, Welsh landscape "Moel Siabod" 59cm x 89cm £80-120

423

After John Varley, watercolour, extensive Middle Eastern scene with figures at sunset in arched mount 38cm x
56cm £60-80
There is some fading to this watercolour

424

David Bellamy, watercolour, signed, rocky coastal scene, 32cm x 46cm £40-60

425

M C, 1917, oil on canvas, portrait of a gentleman 60cm x 50cm £50-80
There is extensive cracking to the canvas and a hole to the canvas

426

19th Century oil on canvas, unsigned, Continental lakeside scene with figure on a path 59cm x 119cm £40-60

427

Sherree Valentine-Daines '77 (b1959), oil on canvas, signed and dated, interior study with flowers on a chair,
69cm x 44cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

428

W Gill '94, oil on canvas, snowy winter scene with figures before a church, entitled "New Years Eve" 48cm x
38cm £40-60

429

Herbert Marshall, watercolour, signed, study of windmills 16cm x 24cm £40-60
There is some fading to this watercolour

430

A 19th Century watercolour, naive portrait of a lady contained in a gilt ebonised slip 12cm x 9cm £40-60

431

Edwardian oil on board, unsigned, a Continental roadside study with carriage and distant buildings, 12cm x
21cm £40-60

432

A map of Surry engraved b J Carey with coloured borders 39cm x 47cm £40-60

433

Carl Van Nieuwmans (1931), oil on canvas, signed "Stokes Hill Wharf, Late Afternoon" 39cm x 49cm £40-60

434

Carl Van Nieuwmans (1931), oil on board, cattle "Undoolya Station" 39cm x 49cm £40-60

435

Carl Van Nieuwmans (1931), oil on board, "Mount Wedge Mill and Tank" 39cm x 49cm £40-60

436

Early 20th Century watercolour monogrammed and dated 1918, landscape study with sheep and distant
mountains 51cm x 65cm £50-80

437

A 19th Century mixed media portrait study of a young gentleman with cravatte 57cm x 43cm £50-80

438

Edwardian oil on canvas, unsigned, portrait of an elderly gentleman 60cm x 49cm £50-100
The canvas is extensively cracked

439

Helen Thorpe, gloss on board, signed and inscribed on verso, study of a Dalmatian "Just a Hundred More to
Go" dated 2007 122cm x 61cm £60-90

440

Of Horsham interest, Honeywood Nature print, oval, 62cm x 51cm £30-60

441

R Ward Binks (1880 - 1950), coloured etchings a pair, "The Rise and The Flight" signed in pencil 21cm x 28cm
£40-60

442

C Stuyen, oil on canvas, 18th Century style Dutch townscape with figures 49cm x 39cm ( photo centre pages )
£200-300

443

Of Horsham interest, 20th Century photograph of Horsham Post Office employees after the First World War
23cm x 28cm £30-50
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444

19th Century cartoon, coloured, "King's Colledge To Wit a Practical Essay" 26cm x 36cm £40-60

445

Doris Clare Zinkeisen (1898 - 1991) , oil on canvas, signed, inscribed en verso Pavilion Dauphine Champs
Elysees Paris 62cm x 75cm ( photo centre pages ) £500-1000
There are numerous spots across the canvas

446

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of a Roe deer 43cm x 30cm £140-180

447

Richard W Orr, print, study of a Clouded Leopard in a tree no.1/250 50cm x 60cm £100-150

448

Richard W Orr, acrylic signed, study of Kingfishers in an urban setting 40cm x 29cm £180-220

449

Richard W Orr, gouache, study of deer in highland setting 40cm x 30cm £150-180

450

19th Century Continental oil on canvas, indistinctly signed, studies of cavorting cherubs 29cm x 24cm
£100-150

451

F W Watts, oil on board, a rural scene with figures before a cottage 28cm x 25cm £50-80

452

An 18th Century oval portrait miniature of a gentleman wearing a blue frock coat 45mm x 37mm £80-120

453

G Bailey, oil on canvas, a Continental market scene 40cm x 55cm £50-100
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
461

A George IV silver quatrefoil teapot stand with chased armorial, swags and festoons London 1826, 18.5cm x
14cm, 148 grams £80-120

462

A 19th Century Continental repousse and pierced silver dish decorated with a fete galante view enclosed by
roses 800 standard, 234 grams 22cm £60-80

463

A silver Guernsey cream can and lid with wicker handle, 3/4 pint, Birmingham 1973, 12 cm £60-80

464

A silver Guernsey cream can and lid, 1/4 pint, Birmingham 1975, 8cm £40-60

465

An octagonal silver baluster cream jug, London 1946, 10.5cm, 134 grams £40-60

466

A William IV fiddle pattern gravy spoon London 1836, 2 Georgian old English pattern table spoons 250 grams
£80-120

467

An Edwardian silver quatrefoil shaped trinket box with scroll decoration Birmingham 1902, 9cm, 72 grams
£30-40
This item is dented and the lid has numerous holes

468

A set of 6 silver teaspoons with fancy handles, Birmingham 1910, 32 grams £30-40

469

A Victorian repousse silver cream jug with floral decoration London 1899, 9cm, 126 grams £40-60
The base has been re-soldered

470

An extensive Victorian silver set of fiddle and shell pattern cutlery comprising 10 tea spoons, 11 dessert
spoons, 11 serving spoons, 4 sauce ladles, 1 gravy ladle, 1 fish slice, 1 butter knife, 11 dessert forks and 17
dinner forks, London 1827, the teaspoons London 1828, with chased armorial, maker Richard Britton, 4412
grams ( photo centre pages ) £1600-1800

471

A contemporary silver baluster sugar shaker, 17.5cm, 122 grams £40-60
The hallmarks are rubbed

472

A silver coffee pot with chased ribbon, swags and festoons with ebony mounts 21.5cm, 546 grams gross
£100-150
The date letters are rubbed

473

A silver pusher and spoon, Sheffield 1930, 2 pill boxes and a novelty teaspoon in the form of a golf club 68
grams £40-60

474

A silver and enamelled compact together with a ditto charm bracelet and brooch 170 grams £40-60

475

A Continental silver 2 handled bowl 196 grams, 19.5cm £60-80

476

A Victorian silver cream jug with demi-fluted decoration Chester 1895, 84 grams, 11 cm £30-50

477

A Victorian silver sugar bowl with scroll rim, Sheffield 1897, 102 grams, 10cm £30-40

478

A set of 6 fancy silver teaspoons with pierced handles Sheffield 1925, cased, minor silver mounted bottles and
condiments, 280 grams £50-75

479

A repousse silver 2 handled cup with floral decoration and scroll handles London 1919 178 grams, 13cm
£40-60

480

Paul Storr, a George IV silver coffee jug with gadroon rim and tapered body, having S scroll fruitwood handle,
London 1822, maker Paul Storr, gross 762 grams, 20cm high ( photo centre pages ) £600-800
The fruitwood knop to the lid is missing, the finial is replaced, there are numerous dents to the body and foot,
the handle is chipped.
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481

A silver sauce boat with cut rim on pad feet, Sheffield 1931, 106 grams £30-40

482

A matched set of 12 silver rat tail teaspoons and tongs, cased Sheffield 1922, 1923 and 1924, 160 grams
£40-60

483

A silver collared baluster decanter and stopper, Birmingham 1994 22cm £30-50

484

A Victorian silver salver with vinous rim and chased floral decoration, Sheffield 1838, 26.5cm, 592 grams
£100-150

485

A Victorian pierced silver mustard holder, London 1858 together with a plain cylindrical ditto Birmingham 1911,
208 grams £40-60

486

A pair of Edwardian silver novelty sugar nips in the form of a wishbone Birmingham 1904, 30 grams £40-60

487

A George IV silver oval stand with pierced decoration and chased armorial London 1824, makers Thomas
Pratt & Arthur Humphries 24.5cm, 126 grams £40-60
This item is dented and the armorial worn

488

A set of 6 Victorian silver teaspoons, nips and sugar shaker with shell bowls and apostle handles, in a fitted
case, Birmingham 1898, 60 grams £30-40
1 sugar bowl is split

489

An Art Deco silver hand mirror, minor silver backed items and plated wares £30-50

490

A silver demi-fluted cream jug and sugar bowl Sheffield 1914, maker Thomas Lambourne 296 grams £40-60

491

A Victorian silver ladle Newcastle 1846, a set of 6 silver teaspoons, minor silver items, 264 grams £80-120

492

A 19th Century silver mounted dagger with silver scabbard 30cm £40-60

493

A George III silver card tray with simple chased decoration and armorial on claw and ball feet, London 1816,
,18cm, 276 grams £70-100
The legs are bent and armorial is worn

494

A Continental 800 pierced bowl decorated with flowers and birds on scroll feet 351 grams, 17.5cm £110-140

495

Two 800 standard repousse bowls on raised legs 12cm and 17cm, 368 grams £120-150

496

A silver shallow dish with twin handles, Sheffield 1945, maker James Dixon 5cm 259 grams £95-120

497

A pair of Austrian silver 800 standard circular tureens and covers with drop ring handles, 2077 grams 21cm (
photo centre pages ) £660-860

498

A silver commemorative plate for the Silver Wedding Anniversary of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His
Royal Highness Prince Philip 1972, 282 grams, 25cm £100-150

499

A silver Armada dish with coin set, London 1977, 130 grams 13cm £50-75

500

A silver Armada dish London 1965, 118 grams, 11.5cm £40-60

501

A silver Armada dish with coin set insert, 123 grams, London 1978, 13cm £45-65

502

Three silver dishes with pierced scroll decoration, Chester 1908, 201 grams £75-95

503

An Edwardian silver sauce boat with cut rim on hoof feet, Sheffield 1907, 97 grams £36-46

504

An oval silver shallow dish Sheffield 1907, 16 cm together with a pierced and repousse silver bon bon dish
11.5cm 154 grams £55-75

505

A silver 5 bar toast on ball feet Chester 1904, 95 grams £36-46

506

An Art Deco style silver 3 piece tea set, the teapot with fruitwood handles London 1947 and 1960 ,makers
Edward Barnard & Sons 965 grams, ( photo centre pages ) £320-420

507

A Queen Anne style silver cream jug in the form of a coffee pot with fruit wood handle, London 1911, maker
Stewart Dawson 14cm, 266 grams gross £100-140

508

A silver Guernsey cream can and lid, Birmingham 1929, maker William J Holmes 12cm, 141 grams £50-75

509

A set of 12 silver teaspoons with floral gilt handles, Sheffield 1974, 305 grams £110-140

510

A set of 12 silver teaspoons with ornithological handles London 1975, 320 grams £110-140
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511

A repousse silver nut dish with scrolls and flowers 15cm 86 grams £30-50
The hallmarks are rubbed

512

A Bachelor's silver teapot and sugar bowl with fancy rims London 1910, maker Josiah Williams & Co gross
weight 338 grams £120-150

513

A silver and enamel Past Mayor's jewel, Birmingham 1955, 10 sports fobs, 117 grams £40-60

514

A silver fancy link guard chain 190cm, 61 grams £26-46

515

A silver fancy link necklace and 3 bangles 74 grams £30-50

516

A silver dress ring size M and 9 others, 56 grams £24-34

517

A fancy silver and amethyst pendant and minor silver jewellery, 55 grams £24-34

518

Twelve silver handled table knives and 18 do. dessert knives £280-380
Some have been rebladed

519

An Edwardian repousse silver Reynolds angels quatrefoil pin dish London 1904 together with a silver backed
hand mirror £30-50

520

A matched set of 10 silver fiddle and shell dessert spoons, mixed dates maker William Easton 498 grams
£100-150

521

A cast silver cream jug with armorial scroll, flowers, lion knees and paw feet 13cm, 282 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £150-180

522

An octagonal silver capstan inkwell of plain form Birmingham 1915, 13cm £100-150

523

A Dutch silver apostle spoon with turned handle 23cm, spoon and fork 104 grams £40-60

524

A silver mounted globular scent bottle London 1912 and 6 other silver mounted dressing table items and 2
plated do. £40-60
The 1st item has a damaged lid

525

A George III silver ladle with shell bowl and chased armorial 30cm London 1798, maker Randall Chatterton
168 grams ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

526

An Irish silver cream jug with Cymric style decoration on pad feet, a do. sugar bowl Dublin 1911, 350 grams
£130-180
The sugar bowl is dented

527

A Georgian silver toddy ladle with whalebone handle 37cm £40-60

528

A silver sugar bowl of plain form, 5 do. napkin rings, 106 grams £40-60
The sugar bowl has several dents

529

A William silver melon shaped teapot with scroll handle and floral finial together with a do cream jug London
1832 together with an ensuite sugar bowl London 1827, maker Joseph Angell I and Joseph Angell 11 1300
grams ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

530

A pair of Edwardian silver tapered spill vases 19cm, London 1907, a small do. and a mounted spirit bottle
£40-60
The last item is very dented

531

A William IV rounded rectangular silver snuff box with engine turned decoration and fancy thumb piece
Birmingham 1835, maker Nathaniel Mills 8.5cm x 5.5cm, 90 grams £80-100
The lid is worn and there are internal repairs to the corners

532

A Victorian silver plated samovar with chased floral fern geometric decoration with twin scroll handles on a
square base, raised on claw feet 50cm, together with a matching cream jug and sugar bowl all engraved
December 25 1878 ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
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533

A Victorian silver plated chased coffee pot, a 3 piece plated tea set and a plated coffee pot £40-60

534

A silver plated siphon stand and minor items £28-38

535

A 3 piece repousse silver brush and mirror set, a do., a lid and a pepper together with a hand mirror £40-60
The hallmarks are all rubbed and the 1st set has many holes and dents

536

A silver plated muffin dish and minor plated items £40-60

537

A silver plated 4 piece tea set and minor plated items £30-50

538

Five mounted antler bar implements £30-50

540

A Victorian Elkington & Co silver plated wedding cake stand with mirrored top 55cm diam. £80-120

541

A cased set of 6 Victorian silver napkin rings with chased decoration Birmingham 1898, maker Rolason Bros
84 grams £40-60

542

A silver salver with fancy rim and chased inscription Birmingham 1937, maker Barker Bros 570 grams, 26cm
£100-150

543

A cased pair of Victorian shell shaped butter dishes and knives in a fitted case London 1894, maker Josiah
Williams & Co 112 grams £40-60

544

A commorative Silver Jubilee goblet Sheffield 1977, 13cm, 172 grams £40-60

545

A silver salver with Chippendale rim and presentation inscription on scroll feet, London 1913, maker
Goldsmiths and Silversmiths 672 grams 25.5cm £100-150

546

A Victorian silver teapot with chased scrolls, floral decoration and bird finial with S scroll handle London 1849,
maker Edward, John and William Barnard, 748 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

547

A 10k yellow gold baguette set diamond ring 1.0ct, size N £150-200

548

A 10ct yellow gold channel set diamond ring size N £80-120

549

A pair of Victorian ex-plated candlesticks on stepped bases 31cm £30-50

550

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring size L £80-120
This ring weighs approximately 2.2gms

551

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link necklace, 25 grams £290-340

552

A 9ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size N, a do. size L 1/2 £30-50
This lot has a gross weight of approximately 3gms

553

A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring size M 1/2 £80-120

554

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet 8.1 grams £95-120

555

A 9ct yellow gold half hoop ring size L £30-50

556

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet 6.8 grams £80-110

557

A vintage white gold sapphire and diamond dress ring set with 11 marquise cut sapphires and 16 brilliant cut
diamonds, size M £500-700

558

An 18ct yellow gold garnet ring size M, a 9ct do. size L £60-80

559

An Edwardian white gold pearl and diamond cross-over ring, the brilliant cut diamond approx. 0.5ct the
cultured pearl approx. 5.5mm, size P £400-500
The diamond has a diameter of 5mm and is 2.5mm deep. It has an approximate colour of K and an
approximate clarity of Si1. The ring is in good condition and weighs approximately 3.8gms.

560

An Edwardian yellow gold, peridot and seed pearl pendant on a do. chain £80-120

561

An 18ct white gold oval cut amethyst and emerald bracelet set with 6 amethysts and 6 emeralds, 18.5cm (
photo centre pages ) £550-650

562

A pair of yellow gold cultured pearl ear clips 12cm £160-200

563

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold hardstone signet ring size M £100-150
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564

An 18ct 2 colour gold diamond set necklace, set with 57 brilliant cut diamonds in a rub over setting 16 1/2", a
do. bracelet set with 24 brilliant cut diamonds 7" £1600-1900

565

An 18ct yellow brushed gold diamond set floral brooch 42mm x 35mm £150-180

566

A yellow gold Russian 9 section ring, 6.4 grams, size K £160-200
This ring is in good condition though it is unmarked. It probably dates from the 1960s. It weighs approximately
6.4gms

567

A 9ct yellow gold Victorian style smoky quartz and seed pearl 2 section brooch £160-200

568

A yellow gold amethyst and gem set ring size O £60-80
1 stone is cracked

569

A pair of 1970's 18ct white gold pearl ear clips, 21mm diam. £100-150

570

An 18ct yellow gold turquoise and seed pearl ring size Q, 2 similar ear studs £60-80

572

A pair of stylish 1970's 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ear clips, the textured gold hoops each set with
24 brilliant cut diamonds and 7 marquise cut sapphires 35mm wide, gross weight 21 grams £350-450
1 marquise sapphire is missing. The earrings are only marked "750"

573

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet 11.5 grams £140-160

574

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band size L 1/2, a do. size U, a cut signet ring and a pair of ear studs 11 grams
£80-120

575

A pair of stylish 1970's 18ct yellow gold twist ear clips, each set with a cabochon cut emerald, a cabochon cut
ruby and cabochon cut sapphire, the terminals surrounded by 10 brilliant cut diamonds, 26mm long, gross
weight 23 grams £600-800
1 sapphire is chipped

576

A 9ct yellow gold brilliant cut diamond set necklace comprising 34 diamonds, 43cm £300-500
This necklace weighs approximately 9.6gms.

577

A George III silver table spoon London 1784, 7 others different dates and makers 430 grams £100-140

578

A silver napkin ring Birmingham 1927 and 4 others 104 grams £45-65

579

A William IV silver ladle London 1831, 5 others, 302 grams £80-120

580

A Russian silver beaker with chased Art Nouveau style decoration and 6 ditto ex-niello teaspoons 172 grams
£50-75

581

A silver bowl with pierced rim Birmingham 1942 172 grams 16cm £50-80

582

A matched set of 6 silver teaspoons and 5 do. trophy spoons 182 grams £50-75

583

An Edwardian repousse silver rose bowl with floral decoration Birmingham 1903 and a silver pedestal bowl
196 grams £60-80

584

A silver Armada dish London 1969 and a silver weighted stand 76 grams £40-60

585

A pair of Victorian silver sugar nips London 1893 and 5 others, 302 grams £50-75

586

An Edwardian silver napkin ring Birmingham 1907 and 4 others, 92 grams £30-50

587

A pair of silver scalloped dishes with fancy borders Birmingham 1939, 84 grams £30-50

588

A Victorian style silver pin dish London 1990, 1 other and a Continental sifter spoon, 80 grams £40-60

589

A Victorian Scottish silver table spoon Glasgow 1895 and 8 others 548 grams £80-120

590

A contemporary silver napkin ring of simple form London 2002, 69 grams £30-50

591

A George III mustard spoon London 1801 and a quantity of other mustard and condiment spoons 170 grams
£30-50

592

A George III silver inkwell London 1805 and a silver dish 110 grams £50-75

593

A Victorian cast silver buckle decorated with birds and flowers, a teething rattle and a mounted shell £40-60

594

A set of 6 Danish silver dessert spoons, 3 Continental silver dessert spoons 310 grams £60-80
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595

A silver engine turned napkin ring Birmingham 194 and 4 others 74 grams £40-60

596

Two Russian silver table spoons and 5 other Continental silver table spoons 430 grams £80-100

597

A Victorian silver octagonal pepperette, a lidded scent, a cylindrical box, spill vase and matchbook sleeve, 128
grams £60-80

598

A silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1927, a do. vesta and cigarette case 180 grams £40-60

599

A silver 5 bar arched toast rack London 1934, a shell dish, an oval dish 78 grams £40-60

600

A silver pedestal bowl London 1924 170 grams £60-80
The stem is slightly bent

601

A 19th Century pair cased silver pocket watch £100-150

602

A silver pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock together with an Edwardian gold fob watch £120-140

603

A pair of Edwardian heart shaped pierced repousse silver bon bon dishes Chester 1900, a cased set of 6 silver
tea spoons, a frame, dish and 3 sewing items £40-60

604

A miniature silver dressing table mirror Birmingham 1942, a compact, 6 thimbles, a dish and a vesta case
£40-60

605

A pair of Victorian silver napkin rings, Birmingham 1896, 2 other pairs 128 grams £50-75

606

A Victorian silver coaster Chester 1896, a quaiche and a silver dish £40-60
The coaster has a replaced base

607

A Victorian silver teaspoon London 1893 and 17 others £40-60

608

A silver 2 handled trophy with S scroll handles and presentation inscription Sheffield 1948, gross weight 320
grams £40-60

609

A George III silver table salt with pierced decoration London 1791, 3 others 122 grams £40-60

610

A William IV silver dessert spoon and minor spoons, mixed dates 294 grams £40-60

611

A silver mother of pearl fruit knife Sheffield 1910, 3 mounted items, 2 labels and a caddy spoon £60-80

612

A stylish 1970's 18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond ring, the centre pearl 15mm surrounded by 25 brilliant cut
diamonds 24mm wide, size I, gross weight 12 grams £750-950

613

A 12ct yellow gold necklace with a yellow gold enamel and hardstone swivel watch key £200-250

614

A 14ct yellow gold diamond ring comprising 35 brilliant cut diamonds and 8 baguette cut diamonds size N
£200-300

615

Two 3 colour wedding bands size L and N, 9.2 grams £110-140

616

A yellow gold oval aquamarine pendant set with a diamond, the oval aquamarine approx. 8ct the brilliant cut
diamond approx. 0.4ct £1250-1450

617

A lady's fine 1970s Jaeger Le Coultre 18ct yellow gold bamboo effect, diamond set mystery watch, No. 17012
21 1279648 £3750-4250

618

A pair of 18ct yellow gold cabochon cut pearl, opal and diamond cluster ear studs, the opals approx. 2.8ct, the
diamonds approx. 0.65ct £1400-1600

619

A 9ct yellow gold gatelink bracelet with padlock 20.1 grams £240-280

620

An 18ct yellow gold Edwardian style emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 0.6ct, size N
£600-700

622

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cultured pearl ear studs £50-75

623

A 1915 half sovereign in a 9ct yellow gold mount £100-130

624

An 18ct yellow gold Art Deco style ruby and diamond cluster ring size O £550-650

625

A platinum single stone diamond ring with diamond shoulders, size J approx. 0.35ct £200-250

626

A pair of yellow gold oval emerald and diamond cluster ear studs, the emeralds approx. 6ct, the diamonds
approx. 2ct 11mm x 9mm £1950-2250
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627

A 9ct yellow gold Albert with fancy links 33.8 grams £400-450

628

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style diamond ring approx. 0.8ct size N 1/2 £750-850

629

A pair of stylish 1970's 18ct yellow gold pearl and diamond ear clips 15mm pearls surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds, stamped OR, 25mm wide, gross weight 17.7 grams £700-900

630

An 18ct yellow gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.0ct size O 1/2
£520-620

631

An 18ct white gold amethyst and diamond bracelet set with 18 square cut amethysts approx. 16ct interspersed
with 30 brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.6ct, 17.5cm, with certificate £950-1150

632

An 18ct white gold amethyst and diamond ring set with 1 square cut amethyst approx. 0.9ct flanked by 9
brilliant cut diamonds to each side approx. 0.27ct, size M, with certificate ( photo centre pages ) £560-660

633

A 14ct white gold single stone diamond ring with diamond shoulders with a 9ct gold attached diamond set
wedding band, approx. 1.3ct size M £1400-1600

634

A 9ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring size L £80-120

635

An 18ct white gold yellow sapphire and diamond ring, the yellow sapphire approx. 1.6ct flanked by baguette
and princess cut diamonds approx. 0.21ct size N £550-650

636

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.25ct, size O £60-80
This ring weighs approximately 2.2gms.

637

An 18ct white gold oval ruby and diamond cluster ring the centre stone approx 0.96ct surrounded by brilliant
cut diamonds approx. 1.5ct size M 1/2 £1750-1950

638

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link necklace 18.3 grams £220-260

639

An 18ct yellow gold rectangular aquamarine and diamond ring the centre stone approx. 4ct the diamonds
approx. 1.5ct size O 1/2 £1300-1500

640

A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and clasps 24.6 grams £300-400

641

A pair of 18ct white gold diamond ear studs, approx. 0.52ct £780-880

642

A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace 14.8 grams £180-220

643

An Edwardian style emerald and diamond dragonfly pendant on a gold chain £450-550

644

A 9ct yellow gold cross pendant and chain 26.9 grams £320-360

645

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond pendant on a 9ct gold chain, approx. 0.3ct £450-550

646

A 9ct yellow gold crucifix pendant and chain 11.6 grams £140-180

647

A yellow gold Art Deco style diamond and sapphire ring Size J £290-320

648

An 18ct yellow gold marquise shape diamond set ring size P 1/2 £250-300

649

A pair of 18ct white gold opal and diamond drop earrings £600-700

650

An 18ct white gold 4 stone diamond ring size M £65-85

651

A yellow gold gem set bug pendant on a gold chain £200-250

652

A 9ct yellow gold cast buckle ring size W 16.1 grams £190-240

653

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.4ct flanked by brilliant cut diamonds
approx 0.28ct, size M £580-680
There are visible scratches to the emerald

654

A Victorian 9ct rose gold bracelet and padlock 17.2 grams £200-250

655

An 18ct white gold yellow sapphire and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.8ct flanked by brilliant cut
diamonds approx. 0.25ct size N £550-650

656

A 9ct yellow gold opal and seed pearl cross pendant 36mm x 20mm £40-60
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657

An 18ct white gold ruby and diamond oval cluster ring, the ruby approx 1.8ct flanked by tapered baguette and
brilliant cut diamonds 0.58ct, size O £950-1150
The ruby has been treated

658

A 9ct yellow gold gem seat pear shaped pendant £45-65

659

An 18ct white gold yellow sapphire and diamond rectangular cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.8ct
surrounded by brilliant and baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.25 ct, size O £750-850

660

A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring size N and a do. brooch 6.1 grams £70-90

661

An 18ct white gold oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.47ct, surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds and tapered baguettes to the shoulders approx. 0.75ct, size L £1450-1650

662

A 9ct yellow gold cross pendant on chain 6.7 grams £80-100

663

A Victorian style yellow gold cabochon cut garnet and diamond heart shaped pendant £150-180

664

A 9ct yellow gold heart shaped pendant and chain 1.4 grams £30-50

665

A double strand cultured pearl necklace with a platinum and 18ct emerald and diamond clasp 41cm £450-550

666

A 9ct 3 colour yellow gold bracelet 28mm wide, 36.4 grams £440-540

667

An 18ct white gold ruby and diamond line bracelet, the rubies approx. 13.17ct the diamonds approx. 0.67ct
£950-1150

668

A fine pair of 1970's 18ct yellow gold ribbed ear clips with cultured pearl terminals each surrounded by 21
brilliant cut diamonds, gross weight 38 grams, 33mm x 23mm ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1400
The hall marks appear to be "star 1932A", "18kt" and "750"

669

A 14ct white gold baguette and brilliant cut diamond line bracelet approx. 1.98ct £1200-1400

670

A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring size K £75-95

671

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs approx. 1.06ct £1500-1700

672

A 9ct yellow gold brilliant cut diamond set bracelet comprising 51 diamonds, 18.5cm £240-340
This bracelet weighs approximately 5.6gms

673

A silver studio ring, size K £150-200

674

A yellow gold malachite pendant and matching ear drops £50-75

675

A pair of 18ct white gold oval sapphire and diamond ear studs, the sapphires 2.98ct, the diamonds 1.02
£1500-1800

676

An 18ct yellow gold gem set ring size K, 2 9ct yellow gold gem set rings size O and P and a 9ct gold brooch
£60-80

677

Petochi An 18ct white gold baguette cut emerald ring, the stone approx. 1.66ct, size N 1/2 ( photo centre
pages ) £650-850

678

An 18ct yellow gold mounted guilloche enamel set double strand cultured pearl necklace together with a pair of
ensuite ear clips and brooch by H Stern £1600-1800

679

An 18ct white gold illusion set 5 stone diamond ring approx. 0.4ct £450-550

680

A white gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring set with a cabochon cut sapphire and brilliant cut
diamonds size L £900-1100

681

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size O £80-120

682

A yellow gold brilliant cut diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.85ct flanked by tapered baguette cut
diamonds size K £3900-4200

683

An African silver and coral necklace comprising 12 cylindrical column coral beads interspersed with 11 silver
roundels, 59cm £120-160

684

An 18ct white gold diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.89ct flanked by baguette and tapered baguette
diamonds size K, colour J, clarity SI1 with EDR certificate £7500-9500
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685

An 18ct white gold illusion set single stone diamond ring approx. 0.27ct £240-280

686

A yellow gold oval ruby and diamond cluster ring, the stone approx. 4ct surrounded by 12 brilliant cut
diamonds size M £1800-2200

687

A 9ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring size J £100-150

688

A pair of yellow gold ruby and diamond floral ear studs £380-440

689

An 18ct yellow gold diamond daisy ring size O 1/2 £100-150

690

An 18ct white gold diamond set pendant approx. 0.5ct £600-800

691

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring size N £80-120

692

An 18ct white gold single stone illusion set diamond ring approx. 1ct with brilliant cut diamond shoulders
approx. 0.53ct size N, together with an EDR certificate £3400-3800

693

A 9ct yellow gold 7 stone diamond daisy ring, size N, approx 0.5ct £100-150

694

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs approx. 0.56ct £480-580

696

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring size M £75-95

697

An 18ct white gold sapphire and diamond Art Deco style ring size M £950-1150

698

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring size R and a do. size L 1/2 £30-50

699

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style emerald and diamond ring size N £850-950

701

A pair of 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire and diamond earrings with treated sapphires £1200-1400

702

A 14ct white gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 1.10ct size P 1/2 £950-1150

703

An 18ct gem set ring size J 1/2, 2 9ct do. sizes N 1/2 and O 1/2 and minor jewellery £100-120

704

A pair of Victorian style gold pearl and diamond drop earrings £350-400

705

A sovereign 1886 £200-220

706

A pair of gold, diamond, emerald and pearl ear drops £380-440

707

A 10 dollar Tuvalu 1993 £300-400

708

A pair of gold diamond and peridot daisy drop earrings £220-280

709

A 9ct yellow gold engine turned thimble 4.9 grams £40-60

710

A gold seed pearl and peridot drop pearl drop pendant £320-380

711

A string of jadeite beads 66cm £30-50

712

A yellow gold peridot and seed pearl pendant on a gold chain £280-320
One seed pearl is missing

713

An 18ct single stone diamond ring approx. 0.4ct £180-220

714

A George III silver caddy spoon London 1817 £30-40

715

A silver key wind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed Climax Trip Action Patent by H
Samual Manchester £40-60
The dial is cracked

716

Six Chinese silver teaspoons £30-40

717

A silver keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed D Goodman Snow Hill
Wolverhampton £40-60
The second hand is missing

718

A Victorian silver travelling shaving brush London 1852 £40-60

719

A silver napkin ring Birmingham 1945 and 2 others, 60 grams £30-50

720

A silver dish in the form of a vine leaf 26 grams, 9cm £40-60

721

A silver coaster Birmingham 1989 and a silver pin tray £40-60

722

A silver 5 bar domed toast rack on ball feet Sheffield 1911 8cm, a pair of dwarf candlesticks 7cm £30-50
One of the racks on the toast rack is bent and detached from the base
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723

A pair of Edwardian silver boat shaped table salts Sheffield 1908 121 grams £70-100

724

A Victorian repousse silver condiment with floral decoration London 1838 65 grams £30-50

725

A 19th Century continental repousse silver tapered cup decorated with flowers raised on a trefoil base with
rams heads and hoof feet, Import marks Sheffield 1894, 16cm £80-120

726

A Victorian style repousse silver photograph frame London 1986 21cm x 15cm, a rectangular do. 16cm x 11cm
and a heart shaped frame 20cm x 14.5cm £80-100

727

An Edwardian repousse silver bottle sleeve, 2 salts and 4 other items £50-75

728

A Victorian gun metal sovereign case, a silver caddy spoon and a bookmark in the form of an owl £30-50

729

A Victorian style repousse silver dish with scroll decoration London 1974 15cm, a pierced do. 11cm, 151
grams £40-60

730

A circular silver patch box London 1942, a compact and a cotton holder £50-75

731

A silver sugar shaker of Queen Anne design London 1910 143 grams £40-60

732

A silver engine turned cigarette case London 1945 183 grams £30-60

733

A Victorian ruby glass silver mounted scent 7cm, a blue glass do. 6cm, a flash blue glass waisted do. 10cm, a
cranberry do. with pique jour lid 7cm and a double ended ruby do. 12cm £50-80
The 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th all have damaged lids

734

A graduated jade necklace with gilt clasp, 52cm £240-280
This lot is in good condition

736

An 800 standard large link charm bracelet with 8 charms, 128 grams £100-130

737

A 20 strand multi coloured tourmaline necklace with a yellow gold clasp 41cm £320-380

738

An amethyst bead necklace, 60cm £24-34

739

A yellow gold tourmaline and hardstone 2 strand necklace with faceted beads 72cm £200-250

740

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Tudor wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock contained in a 27mm case £100-200

741

A lady's 15ct yellow gold wristwatch on a ditto bracelet, 2 9ct yellow gold wristwatches and 1 other £80-120

742

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Garrard wristwatch with calendar dial no.6912 £100-150
This watch is in working condition

743

A gentleman's Art Deco 9ct yellow gold wristwatch in a tonneau case with seconds at 6 o'clock £60-80
This watch is not working

744

A gentleman's Dogma Prima vintage wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock £40-60

745

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold Omega Deville calendar wristwatch on a do. leather bracelet, boxed and with
original certificate £200-250

746

A gentleman's Raymond Weil gold plated calendar wristwatch, a Seiko do. £30-50

747

A lady's gilt cased Rotary wristwatch and 3 others £30-50

748

A silver mounted ten piece manicure set cased a cased set of dessert eaters for 6 £30-50

749

A silver keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock and a do. Albert with fob together with a silver fob
watch £50-75
Neither watches are working and the 2nd watch is missing
glass and hands

750

A stylish silver necklace set with a brilliant cut garnet on a do. chain £28-38

751

A collection of minor Victorian and late costume jewellery £30-50

752

A Victorian silver brooch, an amethyst ditto and a jade bar brooch £40-60

753

A gentleman's gilt cased Rotary calendar wristwatch with quartz movement £30-50

754

A bulbous silver mug with simple handle Birmingham 1937 125 grams £50-75

755

An Art Deco octagonal silver pedestal bowl Birmingham 1938, 107 grams £40-60
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756

A Victorian silver bachelor's teapot with ebonised mounts Birmingham 1894 239 grams £70-90

757

A quantity of silver gilt jewellery 91 grams £36-46

758

A silver bangle, cross pendant and ring, 117 grams £50-75

759

A quantity of gem set silver jewellery 128 grams £50-75

763

A quantity of commemorative cupronickel and plated cupronickel crowns and coins £30-40

764

Four silver Britannia 1oz coins 1999, 2004, 2005 and 2007, a quantity of silver commemorative crowns, 436
grams £200-300

765

A cased set of 5 2006 Britannia golden silhouette crowns £50-75

766

Twelve silver commemorative crowns 336 grams £100-150

767

A quantity of first day cover coin sets, commemorative stamps etc £30-50

768

A quantity of Victorian and other coins including 2 crowns £90-120

769

A Victorian crown 1890 and half crown 1889 £60-80

770

A mother of pearl and papier mache musical guitar 24cm £30-50

771

A pair of 5 light candelabra on reeded stems 52cm £40-60

772

A silver cubic zirconia and opalite set pendant and chain £36-46

773

A carved ivory Cantonese card case depicting figures at pursuits before pavilions with a European monogram
11.5cm x 7.5cm x 2.5cm £100-200
The lid is stuck in 2 places and there are 3 sections of carving missing

774

A tortoiseshell and bone mandolin 14cm, 2 ditto 13cm and a guitar 13cm £30-50

775

A good Vintage 18ct yellow gold black enamel cabochon cut coral and dress ring, the centre stone approx.
24mm x 17mm surrounded by 36 brilliant cut diamonds approx. 1.1ct, size N 1/2 £2000-3000

776

A carved coral floral pendant £30-40

777

A gentlemans Tissot rock watch on blue leather strap boxed £30-50

778

A gentlemans Tissot rock watch on a burgundy strap boxed £30-50

779

A gentlemans Tissot rock watch on a blue leather strap boxed £30-50

800

A Charles I half crown and sixpence £50-75

801

An Emperor Septimus Severus coin 193-211 £14-24

802

A James I shilling 1604 and a James I sixpence £40-60

803

An Elizabeth I sixpence 1566 and an Elizabeth I penny London mint £40-60

804

An Elizabeth I sixpence 1569 and a Charles I sixpence £40-60

805

A George III shilling 1820 and half crown 1820 £50-75

806

A George IV crown 1821 and a George IV shilling 1826 £60-80

807

A George IV crown 1821 and a George IV half crown 1825 £60-80

808

A George III crown 1819 and a George III half crown 1816 £60-80

809

A George 11 Shilling 1758 and a George 11 sixpence 1758 £60-80

810

A pair of silver candlesticks, rubbed marks, a spoon, fork and napkin ring £40-60

811

Two silver sports fobs on a chromium chain £20-30

813

A carved ivory group of two elephants and a hunter 21cm, a do. of an alligator 17cm, a carved bone figure
20cm £40-60

814

A quantity of mainly UK coins £30-50

815

An Edwardian gold plated propelling pencil, a Parker fountain pen and a novelty marmite desk blotter £30-40

816

Two Avon solid perfume pin brooches in the form of a leaf and an owl, do. box and a pendant £20-30

817

A Victorian silver and mother of pearl fruit knife Sheffield 1889 and 5 others £30-50

818

A collection of minor UK coins including a first decimal coin set, commemorative crowns etc £28-38
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819

An oval silver trinket box, vesta case and other minor trinket boxes, candle snuffer etc £30-50

820

A fine 17th/18th Century Chinese carved rhinoceros horn Libation Cup in the form of a magnolia. The deeply
hollowed bowl carved with petals, the exterior carved with magnolia buds, leaves and branches with a stylised
dragon holding a stamen in his mouth with an open branch base from which twin gnarled branches form the
handles 80mm high x 140mm wide x 84mm deep, 151 grams. See "The Art of Rhinoceros Horn Carving in
China" by Jan Chapman p 165 fig. 206. ( photo centre pages ) £15000-20000

The vendor inherited this item by descent from her great grandfather who was a dealer in oriental fine art in
South Kensington London.
PLEASE NOTE: This item can only by viewed by appointment.
Due to current legislation, we will only accept bidders or agents with a registered EU address. For buyers
within the EU it is highly unlikely that a CITIES Export licence would be granted for this item. Bids must not be
reliant on the granting of an export licence and payment in full must be settled in any eventuality. In order to
ensure that bidders are within the EU, online bidding will not be available for this lot, please either register in
person or telephone us to discuss registration requirements.
There are numerous chips to the lip of the cup, three sections of leaf are missing, there are four small cracks to
the lip of the cup

821

A collection of minor UK coinage including pre 1947 102 grams £28-38

822

A Victorian walnut bone top tea caddy with brass mounts containing a quantity of coins and a silver cigarette
case 180 grams £40-60

823

A quantity of pre-1947 silver coinage, 312 grams £40-60

824

A quantity of re strike and other Scottish cap badges £30-40

825

A Continental filigree necklace and a paste do. £20-30

826

Minor gilt tie clips and studs etc £20-30

827

Of United States of America Civil War interest, a Civil War Army of the Potomac Medal with pin together with a
Grand Army of The Republic Department New York 140 medal with pin and a yellow gold ornate floral buckle
incorporating a framed photograph of Confederate General James Longstreet together with related ephemera
(63.7 grams at 18ct yellow gold) £1450-1650

828

A quantity of 19th Century turned and stained bone chess pieces £40-60

829

A gentleman's Sheaffer fountain pen with lacquered barrel, a steel cased ditto and a Waterman steel cased
fountain pen £30-40
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830

A fine 17th/18th Century Chinese carved rhinoceros horn Libation Cup, the deep hollowed bowl in the form of
a lingzhi ( sacred fungus ). The body carved with two Chi dragons, one with a lingzhi in its mouth, the exterior
carved with bamboo canes and leaves with an open branch base from which two lingzhi with elongated stems
form the handles 82mm high x 161mm wide x 95mm deep, 246 grams. See 'The Art of Rhinoceros Horn
Carving in China' by jan Chapman p. 165 fig. 204. ( photo centre pages ) £15000-20000

The vendor inherited this item by descent from her great grandfather who was a dealer in oriental fine art in
South Kensington London.
PLEASE NOTE: This item can only by viewed by appointment.
Due to current legislation, we will only accept bidders or agents with a registered EU address. For buyers
within the EU it is highly unlikely that a CITIES Export licence would be granted for this item. Bids must not be
reliant on the granting of an export licence and payment in full must be settled in any eventuality. In order to
ensure that bidders are within the EU, online bidding will not be available for this lot, please either register in
person or telephone us to discuss registration requirements.
There are numerous chips to the lip of the cup, a 30mm x 10mm piece of the rim has been restored, the
branch base has been restored, both handles have been stuck and restored, the bowl interior has been drilled
through 5mm, one dragon has approximately 20mm of mid tail missing, there are minor chips to both dragons,
stems, leaves and fungi and there is a 3mm hole to the interior of the bowl 15mm from the lip
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
831

Japy Freres. A 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel clock with silvered dial and Arabic numerals,
contained in a gilt metal case surmounted by a figure of a child with serpent, raised on bracket feet 34cm h x
21cm w x 21cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

832

A 1930's 8 day chiming longcase clock with 21cm arched brass dial, gilt spandrels, Roman numerals, striking
on gongs, contained in an oak case with sliding hood 167cm h £60-90

833

A Smiths Astral wardroom style clock with 20cm painted dial, contained in a brass case £60-90

834

A 19th/20th Century 8 day carriage clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal
case 11cm h x 8cm w x 6.5cm d £30-50
The balance wheel is sticking

835

Hamburg American Clock Co., an Edwardian 8 day striking mantel clock with silvered dial and Roman
numerals contained in an arch shaped inlaid mahogany case £30-50

836

J Unghans of Wurttemberg, an Edwardian 8 day bracket clock with 16cm arched silvered dial, strike/chime
indicator, striking on a gong, contained in a Georgian style arched case, raised on metal ogee bracket feet, the
back plate marked J Unghans Wurttemberg B21, 36cm h x 31cm w x 21cm d ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

837

An 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock with 36cm square painted dial, subsidiary second hand and
calendar hand, contained in an inlaid mahogany case with reeded columns to the sides, raised on bracket feet
224cm h £150-200
There is damage to the dial, the calendar hand is missing and there is a split to the door

838

A wardroom style clock with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a brass case with gilt dial 12cm
£30-50

839

A 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel clock contained in a pierced gilt case surmounted by a finial,
striking on a bell, 43 cm h x 21cm w x 14cm d £100-150
The bezel to the front is loose and there is a crack to the glass on the back door

840

A French 19th Century 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial contained in a gilt metal case 12cm x 8cm
x 6cm £40-60
Glass to the side panel is damaged

841

Albert Villon, a French 8 day carriage clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt case
10cm x 8cm x 6cm £40-60
There is a crack to the dial

842

An American 8 day bracket clock with 18cm square gilt dial, silvered chapter ring contained in a walnut case
£30-50

843

An 8 day wall clock, the 19cm painted dial with Roman numerals, contained in a mahogany case, the 7cm
back plate marked W & H SCH £40-60
The retaining pegs are missing and there is no pendulum

844

James Golfton of Brightlington, a 30 hour longcase clock with 28cm square gilt dial, chapter ring and Roman
numerals marked James Golfton of Brightlington with calendar aperture contained in a mahogany case 204cm
h ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

845

A French carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal case 11cm x
7.5cm x 5.5cm £40-60
There is a crack to the back door panel
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846

A Continental chiming bracket clock with 18cm gilt dial, silvered chapter ring contained in a walnut case,
striking on a gong, the back plated marked 33133 £40-60

847

A 19th Century Continental striking wall clock fitted a barometer and thermometer contained in a carved walnut
case 91cm h x 36cm w x 16cm d £30-50

848

A French Art Deco 8 day striking wall clock with rectangular silvered dial, silvered Arabic numerals contained
in a carved walnut case, the dial marked Carillon De France Angelus £30-50

849

A German pigeon racing clock contained in an oak case £30-50

850

A pocket barometer with silvered dial contained in a gilt metal case and with leather outer case 4.5cm £30-50
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Rugs and Carpets
861

A silk Turkish hunting rug circa 1910, blue ground and decorated stags 202cm x 145cm (some wear) £80-120

862

A Turkish green and tan ground prayer rug 184cm x 123cm £80-120

863

A Kurdish rug, the indigo field with 3 cross medallions 229cm x 119cm (in wear), together with 1 other Kurdish
rug the field filled with polychrome mir ie boteh (in wear) 136cm x 84cm £100-150

864

A Yomud Juval, the fox brown field with 4 rows of 4 geometric gulls 116cm x 73cm £60-80

865

An antique Baluch rug with interlinking diagonal bands of polychrome decoration 148cm x 107cm (13cm hole
to the centre, reduced in size and in wear) together with 1 other Baluch rug with blue and red ground 234cm x
125cm (in wear) £100-150

866

A yellow and gold ground Zeigler Belgian cotton rug 230cm x 161cm £70-90

867

A Suzni multicoloured Kilim runner formed of 5 panels 240cm x 60cm £36-46

868

A green and gold ground Belgian cotton "Ziegler" style rug 226cm x 161cm £45-65
This rug has no label to specify what material it is made from but we believe it is cotton

869

A multicoloured Suzni Kilim runner with 3 stylised diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 215cm x
70cm £36-46

870

A red ground Belgian cotton Kashan style rug 283cm x 201cm £80-100

871

A pink ground and floral patterned Persian runner with floral ground and 5 diamonds to the centre 238cm x
58cm £60-90

872

A red and blue ground Persian rug with central medallion within multi-row border 123cm x 101cm £50-75

873

A Turkish Caucasian style rug with 3 diamonds to the centre within a multi-row border 180cm x 112cm £40-60

874

A red and blue ground Persian rug with central medallion and multi-row border 130cm x 77cm £30-50

875

A Turkish Caucasian style red and blue ground rug with diamond shaped medallion to the centre supported by
4 small medallion within a multi row border 193cm x 133cm £40-60

876

A brown and green ground Turkish carpet with floral field 267cm x 204cm £50-75

877

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 5 octagons to the centre £50-75

878

A red and blue ground Belouch prayer rug 144cm x 96cm £40-60

879

A blue and red ground Gazak rug with diamond decoration 115cm x 124cm £50-75

880

A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 17 diamonds to the centre 260cm x 67cm £50-75

881

A red ground Bokhara style Belgian cotton rug with multi row borders 190cm x 140cm £50-75

882

A blue and gold ground Kashan style Belgian cotton carpet 280cm x 200cm £80-120

883

A beige ground Bokhara style Belgian cotton rug 190cm x 140cm £50-75

884

A Persian Joshaghan blue ground rug 151cm x 107cm £140-180
Some flecking in places and the fringe is missing

885

A Caucasian rug with 3 rectangular medallions to the centre within a multi row border 160cm x 107cm £60-90
Fringe missing, some flecking and signs of wear

886

A red and blue ground Kashan rug with central medallion within multi row borders 195cm x 128cm £160-180
Fringe missing

887

A red and blue ground Caucasian rug with medallion to the centre supported by 2 further medallions within a
multi row border 240cm x 152cm £220-280
Signs of old moth, some flecking and wear to the carpet

888

A rust ground Afghan rug with numerous octagons to the centre 271cm x 148cm £60-90
Some old moth damage
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889

A blue and red ground Malayer rug with central medallion 152cm x 106cm £50-75
Signs of old moth damage, fringe missing, flecking and wear

890

A red and white ground Tekke Turkoman carpet with 53 octagons to the centre within a multi row border
346cm x 201cm £120-160
Signs of old moth damage and crude repair

891

A Persian Qashqai red and blue ground rug with central medallion 293cm x 208cm £120-150
Signs of old moth and wear
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
901

A Victorian mahogany show frame chaise longue of serpentine outline upholstered in green Dralon 88cm h x
184cm w x 62cm d ( photo centre pages ) £75-120
There is some sun bleaching to the back and signs of old but treated worm

902

A 19th Century Chippendale style mahogany writing table with gadrooned border, fitted 2 frieze drawers and
raised on turned and reeded supports 80cm h x 134cm w x 60cm d £100-140
There is a 52cm section of inlaid timber to either side, possibly where the top once stood, 1 handle is
damaged, slight scratching to the top

903

A Georgian oak bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 4 long graduated drawers with brass
plate drop handles and escutcheons, raised on bracket feet 104cm h x 91cm w x 52cm d £50-80
There is a split to the side and the bottom left hand plate handle is damaged

904

A Chinese hardwood chest of 2 short and 1 long drawer with carved and pierced apron 88cm h x 110cm w x
62cm d £80-120

905

A 1920's carved dark oak monks bench with carved panels 75cm h x 107cm w x 53cm d £220-280

906

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany tub back chair, the seat and back upholstered in peach coloured Dralon, raised
on turned supports £40-60
There is an old repair to the splat to the centre

907

A 19th Century oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame and 3 having light candle
sconces to the base 76cm h x 46cm w £40-60
There is damage to the top and the left hand edge

908

A 19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany frame, raised on a bow
front base fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers 67cm h x 62cm w x 23cm d £40-60
A small section of veneer is missing to the front top and a section of cock beading to the left hand short drawer

909

A 17th/18th Century oak refectory dining table with 3 plank top and carved apron, raised on turned cup and
cover supports with box framed stretcher 75cm h x 187cm w x 76cm d £650-850
The top is a later replacement, the carved apron and stretchers have been replaced and signs old but treated
worm to the legs

910

An 18th Century elm coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid and faux iron lock to the front and arcaded
decoration 68cm h x 133cm w x 48cm d £50-80
There is a 54cm split to the top, 1 of the hinges is F, the wood is sun bleached and the candle box to the
interior is missing

911

A set of six elm ladder back dining chairs with woven rush seats, raised on club supports £150-180

912

An Edwardian oval bevelled plate over mantel mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany frame 83.5cm h x
128cm w £80-120
There are small dents to the top left hand and bottom left hand edge

913

A 1930's Art Deco black lacquered chinoiserie style standard lamp raised on a turned base 158cm h x 37cm
diam. £40-60

914

A pair of 1930's Art Deco oak show frame armchairs upholstered in brown rexine £160-220

915

A 1930's Art Deco circular figured walnut display cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by a stylised sunburst
astragal glazed panelled door, raised on scroll supports 137cm h x 111cm d x 30cm w £360-440
Sections of veneer are missing to the front edge of the left and right hand sides
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916

A 19th Century camphor trunk with brass drop handles, brass banded and with countersunk handle to the front
50cm h x 104cm w x 50cm d £80-120
There is a crack to the top, 3 of the brass mounts to the top are missing are 1 lock is missing to the interior

917

A 17th/18th Century style oak dresser, the raised back with cornice and fitted 2 shelves and a a pair of small
cupboards, the base fitted 3 long drawers above a triple cupboard, raised on square supports 183cm h x
137cm w x 46cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

918

A Queen Anne style rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a walnut swing frame, the base fitted 1
long drawer flanked by 2 short drawers with ogee bracket feet 69cm h x 47cm w x 22cm d £40-60
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration and there are 6 sections of veneer missing to the
base

919

An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid 67cm h x 108cm w x 56cm d £180-240
There is a split to the central top panel, the hinges have been replaced and the candle box to the interior is
missing

920

A 17/18th Century carved oak Wainscot chair with arched carved panel to the back and solid seat, the apron
heavily carved throughout, raised on turned and block supports, the back panel marked "1672 H R M" 106cm h
x 46cm w x 43cm d £250-300
There is old but treated worm and the frame is slightly loose. There is a repair to the end of the chair's right
hand arm and a crack to the back panel. The chair has been modified at some point.

921

A 19th Century mahogany Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer and raised on turned supports 72cm h x 76cm
w x 47cm when closed x 93cm when open £50-75
There is bleaching to the top and there is damage to both rule joints

922

A pair of 18th Century elm stick and rail back hall chairs with solid seats, raised on square tapering supports,
both frames are loose £30-50

923

A Victorian circular quarter veneered snap top breakfast table, raised on a chamfered column and circular
base with paw feet 73cm h x 118cm diam. £80-120
Small section of veneer are missing to the top, there is a dent and some water spotting

924

A Victorian carved oak cabinet on cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice having a cupboard
enclosed panelled doors, the base fitted 2 short drawers above a double cupboard enclosed by panelled
doors, carved lions throughout and raised on bun feet 229cm h x 133cm w x 54cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

926

A Victorian inlaid mahogany nursing chair, the seat and back upholstered in green material (frame loose)
£30-50

927

A Sheraton style shield shaped dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame, raised on a rectangular
base fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers 54cm h x 46cm w x 20cm d £30-50
A section of veneer is missing to the front

928

A 17th Century style oak refectory dining table, the top formed of 4 planks raised on square shaped supports
with X framed stretcher complete with extension 76cm h x 91cm w x 182cm l and with extension 232cm l
£150-200

929

A Regency circular convex plate wall mirror contained in a gilt ball studded frame surmounted by a figure of an
eagle with wings outstretched £80-120
There is cracking to the frame in places

930

A Chinese pierced and carved hardwood table top cabinet fitted 2 cupboards above 2 long drawers, raised on
cabriole supports 61cm h x 68cm w x 29cm d £50-75
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931

A Victorian rectangular mahogany vanity/trinket box with hinged lid and brass plate to the centre 10cm x 27cm
x 18cm, the interior marked D Edwards 21 King Street Holborn £30-50
There is some damage to the plush interior and tray missing

932

A Georgian style mahogany wing armchair upholstered in green leather ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

933

A 19th Century French rectangular bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a carved walnut frame supported by
fluted columns 173cm h x 97cm w £120-160
There is slight damage to both of the urns and a small section of timber is missing to the left hand of the
cornice

934

A pair of Victorian French carved walnut show frame dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs raised on
cabriole supports £80-120
Both frames are loose and there is some damage to 1 of the crests

935

A William IV rectangular mahogany dining table raised on turned and fluted supports 74cm h x 180cm l x 73cm
w £100-150
There is pitting, scratches and ring marks to the top and the top is possibly later

936

An Edwardian kneehole pedestal desk with inset green leather writing surface above 1 long and 8 short
drawers with brass swan neck drop handles 77cm h x 121cm w x 68cm (this desk is in one piece) ( photo
centre pages ) £150-250

937

A Victorian bleached mahogany Sutherland table raised on turned supports 72cm h x 99cm w x 14cm when
closed x 99cm when open £40-60
There is light scratching to the top

938

A mahogany revolving office chair upholstered in green buttoned back leather £60-80

939

Miles & Edwards 134 Oxford Street London, a Victorian oval figured mahogany and amboyna crossbanded
wine table, raised on a baluster turned and tripod base, the base marked ?? & Edwards 134 Oxford Street
London 13398, 74cm h x 50cm w x 40cm d £50-80

940

An Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray the centre inlaid floral decoration, raised on a later
associated base 50cm h x 59cm w x 40cm d £50-75

941

An Edwardian show frame mahogany salon chair with upholstered seat and back, the seat of serpentine
outline and raised on cabriole supports £30-60
The front frame is F

942

An Art Deco rectangular plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 46cm x 74cm £30-50

943

A Regency bleached mahogany card table, crossbanded rosewood and with brass stringing, raised on 4
turned columns, triform base and splayed feet ending in brass caps and castors 73cm h x 95cm w x 47cm d (
photo centre pages ) £150-200
The top is warped and bleached and sections of moulding are missing to the edge

944

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany twin handled tray tray raised on a later associated base 50cm h x 80cm w x
54cm d £50-80
There are ring marks to the tray

945

A 19th Century rectangular plate over mantel mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 80cm x 110cm
£80-120

946

A Dutch style oak arch shaped wall display cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors
68cm h x 69cm w x 15cm d £45-65

947

A rectangular French 19th Century inlaid mahogany etagere raised on ebonised supports with gilt metal
banding 50cm x 40cm w x 30cm d £90-120
Some light water damage
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948

A Victorian rosewood stretcher table of serpentine outline with turned and carved H framed stretcher, raised on
scroll supports 74cm h x 108cm w x 53cm d £80-120
There is light scratching to the top and missing sections of veneer to the apron

949

A Victorian inlaid walnut octagonal work table of conical form raised on carved cabriole column supports 73cm
h x 41cm w x 40cm d £120-160
The top is warped, the escutcheon is missing

950

An Edwardian mahogany music chest of 6 drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on cabriole
supports 36cm h x 53cm w x 39cm d £50-75
There is a slight crack to the top

951

A pair of Victorian 17th Century style carved oak hall chairs with carved backs and solid seats, raised on
chamfered supports with box framed stretcher £200-300

952

A Victorian rectangular mahogany games table, the top inlaid a leather chessboard raised on a bobbin turned
column with tripod base 73cm h x 46cm w x 43cm d £80-120

953

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bow front writing table, the raised back fitted 2 drawers and with inset leather
writing surface above 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on square tapered supports 89cm h x 92cm w x
51cm d £150-200

954

An oak joined stool raised on turned and block supports with box frame stretcher 45cm h x 46cm w x 27cm d
£80-120

955

An inlaid Kingwood chest of serpentine outline with three-quarter gallery, fitted 3 drawers and raised on
cabriole supports 72cm h x 36cm w x 30cm d £100-150

956

A 19th Century mahogany triple plate over mantel mirror contained in a gilt and white painted Louis style frame
78cm h x 129cm w x 14cm d £180-240
There is damage to the top of the crest at the back of the mirror

957

A Victorian beech and elm Windsor stick and rail back kitchen carver chair on turned supports with H framed
stretcher (old but treated worm to one of the rails) £75-95

958

A Victorian rectangular mahogany tea table, raised on turned supports 74cm h x 96cm w x 46cm d £60-90
There is slight bruising and a section of timber has been let into the top

959

A pair of Art Deco style tub back armchairs upholstered in white leather and raised on ebonised supports
£300-400

960

A George III carved oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on
bracket feet, heavily carved throughout 95cm h x 110cm w x 55cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There is a 110cm split to the top and replacement handles

961

A Georgian style mahogany pedestal desk of serpentine outline with inset tooled leather writing surface above
1 long and 8 short drawers, raised on bracket feet 75cm h x 115cm w x 53cm d (in one section) £200-300

962

A Dutch style oak arch shaped hanging cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors
69cm h x 67cm w x 17cm d £40-60

963

A rectangular butchers block, the base fitted a drawer and side incorporating a knife slot 84cm h x 85cm w x
80cm d £500-600

964

A square Art Deco ottoman with hinged lid, covered in leather material with sunburst decoration 36cm x 37cm
x 36cm £60-80
The interior hinge is bent

965

A 17th/18th Century oak dresser base fitted 3 long drawers, raised on club supports 67cm h x 167cm w x
54cm ( photo centre pages ) £140-180
There is a slight gouge to the top and a split, possible replacement handles
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966

A pair of oak trestle benches 42cm h x 192cm l x 20cm d £120-150
There are characterful light pittings to the top in places

967

A 19th Century French rectangular inlaid mahogany 2 tier etagere, raised on shaped ebonised supports with
gilt metal mounts 50cm h x 41cm w x 30cm d £90-120
There are sections of timber let into the top

968

A Victorian rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base fitted 3 long
drawers, raised on bun feet 94cm h x 94cm w x 25cm d £150-180

969

A Chinese green lacquered cabinet fitted 2 drawers above double cupboard with brass hinges and handles
93cm h x 94cm d x 59cm d £160-190

970

A Victorian salon salon style shaped sofa, upholstered in pale green buttoned back material, raised on turned
and fluted walnut supports 79cm h x 148cm w x 70cm d ( photo centre pages ) £250-300

971

An 18th Century French fruitwood dresser base fitted 2 long drawers with metal embellishment above a
cupboard enclosed by arched panelled doors 100cm h x 131cm w x 62cm d ( photo centre pages ) £300-400
There are some ink stains and minor marks to the top

972

A pair of Victorian figured walnut and gilt metal mounted pedestal display cabinets, fitted shelves enclosed by
lead glazed panelled doors 93cm h x 41cm d x 35cm d £200-300

973

An Italian shaped mahogany footstool raised on turned fluted supports with Berlin woolwork drop in seat 43cm
x 52cm x 52cm £80-120

974

A Hepplewhite style mahogany carver chair with upholstered drop in seat raised on square supports £30-50

975

An Edwardian Continental carved mahogany hall stand with moulded cornice and embossed metal apron,
fitted an oval plate mirror above a cupboard with drawer 185cm h x 63cm w x 34cm w £60-80
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration and there is a small chip to the top of the cupboard

976

A Victorian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles and column decoration
to the sides, raised on turned supports 130cm h x 102cm w x 50cm d £75-95
There is light scuffing to 1 edge

977

A Georgian style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 46cm h x 50cm w x
23cm d £30-50

978

A Continental mahogany Empire sofa table fitted 2 drawers, raised on standard end supports with brass scroll
cappings and castors 74cm h x 50cm w x 105cm when closed x 185cm when open ( photo centre pages )
£150-200
There is scratching to the top and scrolls are missing to the feet as there are 4 holes to the feet

979

A Victorian rectangular mahogany and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid, the base fitted a secret
drawer 22cm x 52cm x 28cm £50-80
There is a split to the top, a brass escutcheon is missing, the slope is open but the lock is in the locked position

980

A Victorian mahogany show frame chaise longue upholstered in brown buttoned suede material, raised on
cabriole supports 79cm h x 174cm w x 64cm £80-120

981

Charles Eames for ICF , a chrome and brown leather revolving office chair model EA219, the base marked
'Made according to the original design of Charles Eames ICF' ( photo centre pages ) £100-200

982

A Victorian heavily carved oak hall table with raised back, raised on turned supports 82cm h x 104cm x 40cm
£50-75

983

A nest of 3 19th Century French inlaid Kingwood interfitting coffee tables of serpentine outline, the tops inlaid
floral panels and raised on pierced supports 70cm h x 47cm w x 35cm d, 69cm x 40cm x 30cm and 67cm x
33cm x 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
The top table is slightly warped and cracked
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984

A Chinese 8 fold double sided screen with blue ground embroidered birds amidst branches, the reverse with
text 190cm h x 364cm when open ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

985

An 18th Century elm rectangular table, the top formed from 3 planks, fitted a frieze drawer and raised on
square tapering supports 70cm h x 105cm l x 67cm w £140-180
There is some ink staining to the top
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